ESTABLISHING THE SOMERSET
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT ZONE:
A Report of Data Gathering and
Recommendations

‘The last stage of the journey is captivating. Somerset, with its hays

and its beaches, its comfortable villas and peaceful gardens, and its
tall, sturdy oleander hedges, lays claim to being one of the most
beautiful spots in Bermuda.
No one disputes the claim.’

„Bermuda Past and Present‟
Bermuda from a Railway Car

Walter Brownell
Published 1911
Page 154
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Somerset, as with other Residential Areas in Bermuda is a tightly-knitted community
that is served by merchants and residents who are known to each other. It is very hard
to avoid the feeling of community as often residents are constantly reminded about
family and other relations as they go about their daily lives.
On the positive side, such familiarity has produced a neighbourhood feeling in the
entire Village, and a sense of close society. This feeling has generated a unique sense
of responsibility for the Village and it is plain to see that the older generation is
seeking to ensure that conscientiousness remains in the future.
Conversely, it has been said that: “familiarity breeds contempt” And the Somerset
Entrepreneurs often have to counter this in their markets, especially regarding what
they offer. As with many small communities, often it is felt that there is nothing new
under the Sun.
The following BSBDC report sets out to justify the designation of Somerset Village as
an Economic Empowerment Zone for the next ten years. The Report is the culmination
of one year‟s work on the ground in Somerset and it would have been impossible
without having dialogue with Government Agencies, Departments, and Quangos, and
using Government Reports to ensure the most accurate data available was utilised.
After conducting in-depth research the BSBDC found significant support for a
designation among the Somerset Entrepreneurs and Stakeholders.
The Somerset Stakeholders whose opinions were sought, provided a myriad of local
issues that they hoped would be addressed by policies and initiatives which come from
an Economic Empowerment Zone designation; those issues and some of the solutions
that were offered have been detailed within this report.
The major issues that Villagers who were interviewed stated to the BSBDC include:
attracting tourists, benefiting from preferential interest rates, designing traffic flows,
creating further community events, building sidewalks, attracting “browsing”
pedestrians, and more. As the research intensified it became clear that neither the
Parish Council nor any other regional body could effectively address and manage the
issues that have been revealed in this Report.
As a result, if Somerset is to match results with the potential that is in the Village, it
will require assistance from a body with national rather than parochial perspective.
Somerset has a long and rich history and its families have played a vital role in
Bermuda‟s development since 1840. It has often been overlooked as a commercial
centre and although it is the fourth densest Parish in the Country, as far as the BSBDC
could determine there has never been a study to determine the quality of life
available in Somerset. By designating it an EEZ, the research and findings undertaken
to produce this report can provide as effective blueprint for the rejuvenation of
Somerset Village.
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COMMERCIAL HISTORY OF SOMERSET
The parish of Sandys was named after Sir Edwin Sandys who was a London-based
Governor of the Virginia Company, who also became a Governor of the Bermuda
Company. At the height of his authority, Sandys was responsible for all matters of
government, commerce and religion in Bermuda. Somerset was established as a village
in 1610 and named for Sir George Somers, Bermuda‟s original English settler.
History records that Admiral Somers had been “deeded” Somerset Island and intended
to establish a plantation to be named “Somers Seate” giving rise to the name
“Somerset”. For decades, even today, “Somerset”, the name of the largest of the
islands of Sandys has been used to describe any area in Sandys; anywhere from
Somerset Bridge to Dockyard.

DEVELOPMENT OF SOMERSET AS COMMERCIAL CENTRE
Somerset Island had a unique history regarding commercial development, affected as
it was by three main factors. Firstly, the ownership of the land had a significant
impact on commercial development. The majority of the land was held by
approximately six families. Such massive holdings ensured that the only development
that happened was when all of the family agreed, and The Somerset families had
massive holdings such that when Richard Norwood completed the first surveys of
Somerset Island, the boundaries staked out for land that was not owned by one of the
Somerset families (Tucker, Young, Fowle and Paynter) was often a thin strip
unsuitable for anything other than a cottage and it was often land locked.1
The second factor was Bermudians‟ relationship with the English. When the Englishunder the auspices of the Bermuda Company-forced farmers to grow tobacco,
Somerset‟s soil ensured it flourished; when the English began to centralise all shipping
and commercial activity, Somerset diminished. These massive changes had a greater
effect in the isolated Somerset than elsewhere.
The third factor is Dockyard. Its original establishment gave Somerset a sustained
economy and allowed people to build homes, buy land, raise a farm, and have a
relatively good life. In research spanning the last 15 years however, the relationship
between Dockyard and Somerset has not been positive in the minds of Somerset
merchants; this Report attempts to explain this complex relationship in latter pages.
FARMING
The land and soil in Somerset truly set it apart from the rest of the Island and seemed
ideal for agricultural pursuits. Under strict orders from the Bermuda Company though,
the Somerset farmers were told to grow tobacco, which they did with aplomb; in fact
farmers from Warwick, Southampton, and Sandys were charged a premium on their
tobacco as their yields and quality were so high.

1

„Sandys‟ Architectural Series; National Trust
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While the farmers of Somerset were toiling for reduced market share in the tobacco
industry, the remainder of the Island became shipbuilders, privateers, and sea traders.
While some Bermudians were trading in onions and lilies, and „salvaging‟ wrecked
ships, the Somerset residents continued to farm tobacco. When the price they could
sell the tobacco for began to diminish further, the Somerset residents diversified from
farming tobacco, yet their land was still in great demand. As a result, Somerset
farmers began to lease land to farmers from other parishes who were still desirous of
the Somerset soil.
Eventually however, the competition from the larger ships and larger tobacco
plantations of the „13 Colonies in the Americas‟ meant the smaller albeit more agile
and faster Bermuda ships could not compete, and again Somerset‟s residents feared a
subsidence living; after 50 years of prosperity, the Somerset farmers were beginning
to feel the effects of a significant shift in the tobacco industry.
SHIPPING
The Bermuda Company had an iron grip on all commercial activities on the island and
even had a restriction on trading in any ship other than a „company ship‟; on an island
with an indigenous tree that was ideal for boatbuilding, this law seemed unduly harsh.
It appears that rather than cause complete obedience, the oppressive law was
routinely broken by Bermudians.
Aware of the topography of their own land, and being equipped with small fast boats,
the industrious Bermudians mainly used the inlets, bays, and coves of Somerset to
avoid „Company‟ scrutiny; Ely‟s Harbour and Mangrove Bay were ideal and busy
„ports‟. Bermudians would launch their overseas trading routes from these ports and
would return to the same ports to unload their goods.

Ely’s Harbour

St. George‟s, both as the capital and as the main port town, was the official approach
into Bermuda. Many Bermudians however, especially those from Somerset, would
often return to Bermuda, dock at personal moorings in Somerset, unload their goods
then sail to St. George‟s as if they had just arrived. This „trick‟ allowed the sailors to
avoid the hefty duties that were charged on all imports, raising the ire of the Bermuda
Company‟s Officers who knew they were being tricked but had no clue of how.
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When the tobacco industry crashed in Bermuda, men from the other parishes were still
attempting to lease „farm land‟ in Somerset but not for its soil content; instead the
land was sought after for its proximity to the ocean, and the Somerset farmers were
becoming landlords not farmers. At the same time, as Bermudians had long been
buying shares in the Bermuda Company, the prohibition on trading in non-Company
boats was eventually abolished. Therefore Bermudians who had participated in the
clandestine salvaging, shipping, and trading, were at the forefront of this switch to
the sea as a commercial artery and had a clear advantage.
CENTRALISED SHIPPING OPERATIONS
Hamilton was founded in 1794 and made the Capital in 1815. With its long harbour,
legitimate trading companies, and channel approach, the significance of Somerset‟s
harbours was greatly reduced. Shipping had become the main income earner in
Somerset until about 1815 when the British ruled the waves to such an extent that it
did not make economic sense to compete.
The final factor that was detrimental to Somerset‟s commercial life was the 1820s
bankruptcy of a major London-based trader who traded with many Somerset families.
It appeared that after more than a century of economic stability and commercial
activity,
SOMERSET’S FAMILIES CHOOSE
Somerset was in deep trouble. As a result of provocation from the 13 Colonies of the
America‟s, the British then banned Bermudians from trading with the American
colonists; the very people who had been Bermuda‟s main trading partner and whose
country was the closest land mass to Bermuda.
The British „over egged the pudding‟ by making Bermudians contrast their financial
wellbeing and survival, with their loyalty to a colonial power that was 3000 miles
away; the British were never going to win that argument. The Gunpowder Plot, the
name given to the theft of British gunpowder which was then given to the 13 Colonies,
was lead and conducted by prominent Somerset families, principally the Tuckers.
Passage of time and the great secrecy involved means the only identifiable names are
the two sets of Somerset Tuckers; one whose family owned and lived in what is now
St. James‟ Church Rectory, and another set of Tuckers who had an almost generational
grip on the Parish Council.
Until approximately 1840, the Somerset families who remained (quite a few relocated
to be closer to the new Capital) went back to farming and supplemented their derived
income with fishing. The families were also able to export and sell produce to the New
York market even before farmers that were in the States could reach the market. The
Families enjoyed this advantage until refrigerated rail cars were invented and used to
move produce across vast distances. When Portuguese labour was imported to account
for Bermudians‟ lack of interest in farming, Somerset‟s families again had to improvise
in order to earn a living.
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THE ROYAL DOCKYARD
Somerset‟s economic recovery was to come from Dockyard and the British intention to
establish a „Gibraltar of the West‟; derived from the heavy fortifications that
symbolise Gibraltar. The establishment of Dockyard and the major construction that
was underway in the early 1840s had a major impact on Somerset, with almost every
Dockyard worker who had a family, living in Somerset. Given the leading English
presence, the imported West Indian workers, and the massive influx of Black
Bermudians seeking skilled work, Somerset truly began to develop a unique
characteristic. Many of the „old‟ Somerset families left the area and the mix of English
and West Indian presence, and the changes that affect an area when people move into
it rather than have a history with it all combined to make Somerset exceptional.
The effect of the Dockyard construction cannot be overstated in terms of helping
Somerset out of the commercial wilderness. Eventually in order to cater for the
residents of Somerset and mainly those who worked in Dockyard, commercial premises
were established. The oldest surviving commercial property was built in 1893 and is
located at 49 Mangrove Bay Road, on the corner of East Shore Road and Mangrove Bay
Road, and it currently houses The Somerset Pharmacy.

49 Mangrove Bay Road

In the other parishes, residents were unable to experience the stratospheric economic
growth that Dockyard created and were dependent solely on tourism-which had not
yet been properly developed and was far from organised. The Dockyard Apprentice
schemes that continued into the first half 20th Century are also recognised for
producing master tradesmen.
For Black Somerset residents, the development of Dockyard provided far more than
sustainable employment, it also enhanced their sense of pride. After Emancipation in
10

1834, many Black Bermudians were reluctant to either work for, or alongside their
former „owners‟ in the field. As a result of the Dockyard, especially as a result of the
high quality training on offer, Black Bermudians were given a realistic choice and a
chance to build their own lives. Having suffered a massive population decrease in the
1830s, the population began to increase in the 1840s; this led to a real relocation of
Black Bermudians back to Somerset who earned reasonable salaries and became
progressive in all areas of life in Somerset.
TWENTIETH CENTURY DOCKYARD
In 1982 the Government passed the West End Development Corporation Act creating a
corporation to develop and manage the Dockyard. In addition to WEDCO, the
Government and the Chamber of Commerce have marshalled further financial
resources to turn Dockyard into a major tourist attraction. After an original investment
of $60million dollars in the 1980‟s in 2007, the Government earmarked $35million
dollars to build a new cruise ship pier in Dockyard.2
This massive capital investment is supported by: supervision from the Ministry of
Works and Engineering, management from WEDCO, the deep involvement of the
Chamber of Commerce, and assistance from the Sandys Parish Council; to date
Somerset‟s entrepreneurs are unable to claim any similar commercial support from the
above entities. The establishment and continuing success of Somerset Village is due to
the ingenuity and work of the Somerset entrepreneurs, perhaps the fact that they also
live in Somerset produces a commitment beyond traditional commercial requirements.
There are no residents within Dockyard; instead it is an industrial/commercial complex
that mainly serves tourists. As such, when compared with Somerset Village, and a lack
of serious investment of public funds, one can begin to understand the resentment
that sometimes emanates from Somerset toward the Dockyard rejuvenation.
It is important to note therefore, that at the turn of the 20th Century, the
development of Dockyard was seen as „Somerset‟s Saviour‟ whereas at the turn of the
21st Century Dockyard‟s development is sometimes seen in an entirely opposite light.
By addressing the imbalance in public expenditure, the Somerset Entrepreneurs can
not only empower their commercial pursuits, but also enhance the pride they feel.

Royal Naval Dockyard
-Copyright360 Destination
2

2007 Budget Statement
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT
For the purposes of this Economic Empowerment Zone, Somerset Village is all of the
land in Sandys Parish beginning at Somerset Island-land that begins on the Western
edge of Somerset Bridge-and ending at the Eastern end of Watford Bridge.

View of Somerset Road

POPULATION
While there is no specific data on the population of „Somerset‟, at the 2000 Census,
the parish of Sandys was found to have 7,275 residents, with population density of
3233 per square mile; making it the fourth most dense parish. Between 1970 and 1980
Sandys‟ population increased by 8% (5800 – 6255); and between 1980 and 1990, by only
2%, (6255 - 6437). The population has increased by 66% between 1950 and 1990. The
increase of almost 3000 (actual 2900), is the approximate equivalent of three electoral
constituencies.3

YEAR

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

TOTAL
POP.

4375

4672

5798

6255

6437

7275

INCREASE

3

297

1126

457

182

838

200 Census of Population and Housing
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In 1991, one quarter of all military personnel stationed in Bermuda resided in Sandys.
The 2000 total population represented a 13% increase in population over the 1991
figure of 6437. To accommodate the increase in residents, the number of occupied
units increased by 17% over the same period and the amount of open space declined.

POLITICAL DEMOGRAPHIC
The SEEZ borders political constituencies 33 (Sandys South) and 36 (Sandys North)
while constituencies 34 (Sandys South Central) and 35 (Sandys North Central) are
totally contained within Somerset; as such, nearly 3500 Somerset residents voted at
the 2007 General Election - a figure representing approximately 10% of the
Electorate.4

LAND USE
The 2001 Land Use Survey described the land usage in Sandys, not the Village.
However, given Somerset‟s size it is fair to attribute the bulk of the uses to land that
is West of Somerset Bridge. Sandys parish comprises Somerset, Watford, Ireland islands
and is 1438 acres. At 703 acres, Somerset Island is the largest island by far
representing nearly 50% of all of the land in Sandys.
RESIDENTIAL
Condos
Housing
Institutional
TOTAL

ACRES
20.39
645.42
3.72
669.53

TOURISM

INDUSTRIAL
General
Light Industrial
Quarry
TOTAL

ACRES
13.91
0.00
0.00
13.91

VACANT

Cottage Colonies
Hotels
TOTAL

44.70
0.00
44.70

OPEN SPACES
Golf Courses
Nature Reserve
Other
Recreation
Rural
TOTAL

Mixed Use
Office
Retail
TOTAL

ACRES
0.00
0.00
26.95
26.95

INSTITUTIONAL

Vacant Buildings
Vacant Land
TOTAL

22.31
197.09
219.39

UTILITIES
5.35
107.83
123.99
33.92
111.93
383.01

COMMERCIAL

Airport
Docks
BELCO
Transport
Waste
TOTAL

0.00
15.08
0.12
2.48
2.67
20.35

TOTAL ACREAGE OF SANDYS PARISH

Educational
Government
Hospital
Police
Prison
Religious
Social

25.28
1.15
3.18
15.43
0.00
11.85
3.68

TOTAL

60.58

1438.43

Reproduced from The 2001 Land Use Survey

RESIDENTIAL DEMAND AND OPEN SPACES
The 2005 State of the Environment Report found:
“There is a direct correlation between the increase in land used for residential
purposes and the reduction in open space in each parish…The graph also clearly shows
that the greatest increase in residential land and consequent loss of open space has

4

Parliamentary Registrar
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occurred in those traditionally rural parishes between the more urban settlements in
St. George‟s, Sandys and Pembroke…

The Report continued: “The loss of open space can be attributed to Bermuda‟s
growing population and number of households and the increased pressure to develop
land, including open spaces, for residential purposes.”

2005 State of the Environment Report

HOUSEHOLDS
At the 1991 Census Date, Sandys had 2,348 households which represented 10% of the
all of the households in Bermuda. By 2000, after there had been a 13% increase in
population, the number of households increased by nearly 400. although there was a
17% increase in the housing in Sandys, Sandys only recorded a 1% increase in its share
of households nationally.

2000 Census on Population and Housing
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
Although there is wide discretion regarding activities permitted under the Department
of Planning‟s Zoning Regulations, at present the only Commercial Zoning in Sandys, is
along Somerset Road. The Commercial Zoning begins on the eastern boundary of 72
Somerset Road (former site of „The Garden Patch‟ variety store), and ends on the
western boundary of 27 Mangrove Bay Road (site of „The Salt Rock Grill‟).
The lack of further Commercial Zoning has not restricted the commercial needs of
Somerset‟s residents as the vast majority of the commercial entities are situated
either on Somerset Road or on Mangrove Bay Road, and the surrounding areas are
mainly Residential. It is important to note that although there has not been a major
new commercial development in Somerset in several decades, the resident population
has increased by 55% since 1960.
The only other major zoning that is prevalent in Somerset is Tourism. There are three
tourist properties within Somerset namely: „The Willow Bank‟, „Cambridge Beach‟ and
„9 Beaches‟; the proprietor of Cambridge Beach has advised that Cambridge is the
largest employer in the Parish, not only the Village.
BERMUDA PLAN
The Department of Planning‟s „Bermuda Plan‟ addressed development issues in
Somerset and gave clear development criteria for its commercial development.

When considering development plans and schemes, the Development Applications
Board must ensure that development within Somerset is managed utilising certain
objectives. It is noteworthy that the first objective ensures the development “serves
the need of the local community”.
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The Development Applications Board Objectives are as follows:
“OBJECTIVES
(1)

To provide for the controlled development of
retail, office and service uses in appropriate
locations to serve the needs of the local community

(2)

To promote the establishment of new, and the
expansion of existing, commercial centres in
appropriate locations whilst protecting the amenity
of neighbouring residential areas

(3)

To promote the implementation of landscaping and
design schemes to improve the functionality and
appearance of commercial centres
Draft Bermuda Plan 2008

The Department of Planning also makes it clear that any development conducted in
the commercial zone must be in keeping with the Area‟s character. Given the
extensive research and publication that has been undertaken regarding Somerset‟s
architecture and its rich history, skilled architects should find adherence to the
policies an interesting challenge.
VILLAGE SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT
When the Department addresses Somerset, it mirrors its development with Flatts
Village which may not be accurate from a „land use‟ perspective. There is no
significant residential sector in Flatts, and regarding size, the areas are almost beyond
comparison. The importance of Somerset‟s Commercial Zone to the surrounding areas
and residents is not akin to Flatts; and finally, the ability to address some of the
development issues of parking, diversity of commerce, etc., cannot be addressed
within Flatts‟ small land area.
However from developmental theory perspective, the two Villages share the
challenges of parking, a lack of pedestrian traffic, and the fact that one does not
browse in the villages; shoppers assume they know what is on offer.

COMMUNITY FEATURES
The residents of Somerset and visitors to Somerset who wish to use public
transportation are served by two bus routes and a ferry system that has two stops;
Cavello Bay and Watford Bridge.
Somerset is home to three public schools; West End Primary, Sandys Secondary Middle
School, and the Somerset Primary School. The Government has established the Sandys
Community Centre at Springfield which holds several events for Somerset residents,
particularly its seniors and children, and there is a community field called the „Warren
Simmons Community Field'.
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There are ten churches in Somerset covering faiths from A.M.E. to Pentecostal; from
Salvation Army to the Church of God; from Roman Catholic to Seventh Day Adventist;
and many more. The prevalence of churches has lent to the quiet nature of Somerset
especially on Sundays, with many services having been conducted in the same manner
for decades.
Somerset is also home to four recreational organisations three of which were
ostensibly formed around the ocean; they are Sandys Boat Club, West End Sailboat
Club, and the Watford Sports Club. In a village filled with stunning architecture,
perhaps one of the most famous landmarks in Somerset is the home of the fourth
recreational organisation, The Somerset Cricket Club. For many residents of Somerset,
„The Club‟ is a main focal point and is often used to direct those who do not live in
Somerset, to other parts of the Village.

RESTORATION
Somerset has many stately homes and a myriad of examples of the unique architecture
that separated Somerset from the rest of the Island. The Government‟s register of
„protected‟ or „listed‟ buildings, provides evidence of this rich cultural history.

LISTED BUILDINGS
The parish with the most listed buildings is St. George‟s. In 2000 the United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation („UNESCO‟) designated St. George‟s a
site of World Heritage and perhaps unsurprisingly, St. George‟s parish 28% of the listed
buildings or 219 buildings. The parish with the second highest number of listed
buildings is Sandys with 150 buildings or 19% of the total. 5 Given the location of the
Sandys parish boundary, the fact that of the 150 buildings in Sandys, 47 are located in
Dockyard, it is conceivable that the SEEZ holds more than 90 listed buildings.
Since December 2000 the Department of Planning has offered owners of listed
buildings access to interest-free loans from Butterfield‟s Bank for approved works to
listed buildings. Since that time, the Department has approved and issued 10 loan
certificates totaling $724,988.00. This amounted to $30,316.69 in interest paid by the
Government from 1 April 2002 to 31 December 2003.6
Additionally: “The Department of Planning has also explored other incentives such as
reduced land tax for listed buildings, the sale of transferable development rights
and grants for listed buildings. The Department will continue to investigate these
and other incentives in order to assist property owners in maintaining these valuable
buildings.”
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES
As stated above, Black Bermudians flocked to Somerset in pursuit of the training and
jobs that the new Royal Dockyard offered. Rising out of this economic activity Friendly

5
6

State of The Environment Report 2005; p. 117
State of The Environment Report 2005; p. 92
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Societies were formed; not only serving as gathering places for Black Bermudians but
also being instrumental in helping newly freed slaves find their place in Society.
The buildings highlighted in this section are community buildings with rich heritages
that are significant even without their wonderful architecture. It is hoped that the
initiatives that arise from an EEZ designation will incorporate the restoration of these
timeless edifices.
Chief among these Societies were the Lodges. Some arose from the English
Freemasonry and others were Oddfellow lodges; lodges primarily formed to render aid
to its members and to the wider society, and they are Black Bermudian institutions.
There are four such lodges in Somerset and all but one are iconic buildings that
maintain a role in the community. The first building collapsed and can be found on the
St. James Anglican Church property. The second lodge is the large purple building just
west of St. James Church known as Kingdom Hall. It housed the Victoria and Albert
Lodge originally, but in modern times has been used as a church for congregations of
various denominations.
The third building is probably the most famous and has given its name to the area in
which it is located. Manchester Unity Hall was the site of another Oddfellows lodge
and although Officialdom does not recognise it as such, local Villagers call the portion
of Somerset Road that runs from the junction with Cambridge Road to the Police
Station, „Manchester Street‟. After speaking with Mr. Ira Philip it appears the Lodge‟s
brethren and Dr. Edward Harris have combined to produce a restorative plan for the
building but are lacking the funding to make the restoration a reality.

Manchester Unity Hall
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The fourth lodge building is Prince Alfred lodge and is located on Mangrove Bay Road.
It is still in operation and the brethren of that lodge continue to meet there every
month.
Although it is not a lodge, the former Fairview Hotel is a historic building located next
to the Warren Simmons Community Field. This deteriorating building housed the
Somerset Cricket Club and the Department of Education, while a family lived on the
upper floor. It has been protected from both wanton destruction and wayward
renovation however it requires careful restoration.

Former Fairview Hotel

The nature of these buildings, their histories and purposes regarding Emancipation
make them culturally valuable buildings both locally and nationally.
FORTS
The State of The Environment report stated that: “It is acknowledged that Bermuda‟s
fortifications are a magnificent but underutilised resource with exceptional cultural
tourism potential.”
This point is important to note as Sandys is home to several of Bermuda‟s forts. Given
the potential boundaries of the SEEZ, and the Somerset Entrepreneurs intention to
attract tourists, the forts are a valuable tool. Out of the 11 forts in Sandys, 2 fall
outside of the eastern boundary (Scaur Hill and Wreck Hill forts), and 3 are in
Dockyard (the Keep, the Land Front, and the Western Rampart).
The remaining forts are all found within the SEEZ‟s contemplated boundaries. The
forts are: Daniel‟s Head Base End Station, Daniel‟s Island Fort, Kings Point, Mangrove
Bay, Maria Hill, and Gibbs Hill Base End Station Forts.
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RESEARCH AND FINDINGS
Experience gleaned from the North Hamilton Economic Empowerment Zone meant the
more comfortable the participants in the study felt, the more likely they were to
share their experiences. As a result, the Bermuda Small Business Development
Corporation („BSBDC‟) General Manger sought someone who knew the area and/or was
known by people in the area.
The BSBDC hired a Consultant in order to undertake research of an area to be known
as ‘THE SOMERSET ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT ZONE’ and produce periodic reports of
his findings.
In February 2008, approximately seventy different owners of businesses in Somerset
were invited to participate in the focus groups. While the turnout of 12 attendees was
disappointing, the information learned was diverse and valuable. In addition,
entrepreneurs who were unable to attend the focus groups were interviewed,
primarily at their business premises, and this scheme resulted in a further six
businesspeople being interviewed.
In the period from December 2008 until April 2009, 16 further interviews with
Somerset Merchants (owners of commercial entities found within Sandy‟s Commercial
Zone) were held on site. The diversity of the participants was characteristically dense.
Those who were interviewed were involved in industries of: Hospitality; Interior
Design; Tourism; Retail; Property Development; Beauty Supply; International
Investment; Beauty Salon; and In-Home Entertainment (dvd and cd rentals and sales).
In November 2001, the Department of Consumer Affairs, in conjunction with Profiles
of Bermuda, produced a report that provided information about Bermuda‟s retail
sector and Bermudians‟ shopping knowledge and experience. The Report‟s authors
hoped the Report would: “…provide the Department with benchmark information that
could be used to enhance existing policies and legislation as well as enable it to put
in place new policies and legislation.” The report highlighted the poor standing that
shopping areas outside of Hamilton have in Bermudian shoppers‟ experience.
While clearly more than 8 out of 10 shoppers shopped in Hamilton, it is encouraging to
see that Somerset at least made the graph while other areas such as Southside and
Flatts did not. It is also imperative to note that in 2001, Somerset attracted nearly
three times more shoppers than Dockyard. It would be helpful if information about
shopping in Somerset could be sought now that eight years have passed and Dockyard
has had major improvement since 2001. By receiving this information prior to an EEZ
designation, a good benchmark regarding Somerset‟s retail sector could be set and the
efficacy of policies also assessed in the future. The graph below is reproduced from
the Report.
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RESEARCH
By utilising: public sources, interviews with local property owners, and speaking to
business owners, the BSBDC has been able to compile a list of the businesses in
Somerset that is 90% accurate. Additionally, the same resources were employed to
identify the owners of 90% of the commercial buildings in Somerset as well.7
Initial research and information gathering from the Somerset Commercial sector began
in April 2008 when business owners were invited to attend one of two focus groups
held at Springfield; participants could choose to attend on either 24th or 29th April
2008. In March 2009, further on-site, One-on-One interviews were held with Somerset
merchants.
BSBDC, BEDC, & EEZA,
Having spearheaded the successful designation of North Hamilton Economic
Empowerment Zone, the Bermuda Small Business Development Corporation
(‘BSBDC’) began the research into the establishment of the Somerset Economic
Empowerment Zone on behalf of the Minister of Finance.
In the fourth quarter of 2008, the Minister advised that while continuing to execute
the work it currently does, the scope of the BSBDC will expand to formerly include
economic empowerment. The Corporation will therefore undergo a change in name
and become the Bermuda Economic Development Corporation (‘BEDC’) to better
communicate its role and purpose.
Additionally, in order to focus the BEDC‟s empowerment role, the BEDC will have a
subsidiary entity solely responsible for identifying, researching and proposing
economic empowerment zones. That entity is called the Economic Empowerment
Zone Agency (‘EEZA’) and Mrs. Erica Smith, former Leader of the Economic
Empowerment Zone Implementation Teams, is its Director.
FOCUS GROUPS AND INTERVIEWS
The focus groups‟ attendees were diverse regarding their business experience. Some
had been in business for over forty years, and others had just launched and not been
in business for three months yet. The attendees‟ diversity was also seen when the
various sectors were studied. Those in attendance were representatives from:
banking, restaurants, health and beauty, mini-buses, and retailers.
The results of the 2008 Focus Groups, and a report on the One-on-One Interviews were
produced in a Report detailing the attendees, participants, and results.8
The 2009 one-on-one interviews were detailed in two reports that built on the 2008
experience. Given that the structural and commercial issues were appearing to be
universal among the SEEZ merchants, the 2009 interviews sought a more in-depth data
on the interviewees‟ specific business experiences. Interviewees were also asked more
closely about: whether they had experiences with crime at their establishments, what
affects their business, and efforts to promote Somerset‟s Commercial Sector.
7
8

pages 25-27 herein
Appendix II herein
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SOMERSET STAKEHOLDERS I
Bud's Wines and Spirits
10 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Somerset Primary School
11 Gilbert Lane
Somerset MA 03
Barbosa's Carpentry
27 Cambridge Road
Sandys MA 02
Somerset Methodist Church
38 Long Bay Lane
Sandys MA 04
Dr. Kenneth Snaith
49 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Somerset Police Service
3 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
English Sports Shop
37 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Butterfields Bank
45 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Brown & Soctt Associates
79 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Windjammer Watersports
2 Cambridge Road
Somerset MA 01
The Crystal Forest
2 East Shore Road
Somerset MA 01
Sandys Medical Laboratory
32 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Somerset Country Squire
10 Mangrove Bay Road
Sandys MA 01
Telford's
18 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 02
W.J. Boyle & Sons Ltd.
37 Mangrove Bay
Somerset MA 01

Dr. George Shaw
10 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
West End Sailboat Club/Gloria's
43 Malabar Road
Sandys MA 03
Touch Through Me Ministries
7 Malabar Road
Sandys MA 01
Salvation Army Church
15 Cambridge Road
Sandys MA 02
Boaz Island SHELL
Boaz Island
Sandys MA 02
Bank of Bermuda Ltd.
31 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Comada
35 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Somerset Health Centre
55 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Sandys Boat Club Inc.
Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
The Village Café
29 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Somerset Pharmacy
49 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Somerset School of Dancing
P. O. Box MA76
Somerset MA BX
Watford Sports Club
9 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Salt Rock Grill
27 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
Mangoes Gym & Fitness Centre
47 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
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SOMERSET STAKEHOLDERS II
Packwood Home
132 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 06
Pearman Funeral Home
128 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 06
Willowbank Resort
126 Somerset Road
Sandy's MA 06
Webbs
87 Somerset Road
Sandy's MA 06
B.W.C.
P. O. Box SN 201
Southampton SN BX
The Upper Crust
65 Somerset Road
Sandy's MA 06
Somerstyle Hair Salon
86 Somerset Road
Sandy's MA 04
Sandys Laundromat
48 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Closet Creations
60 Main Road
Sandys MA 03
Sandys Secondary Middle School
42 Scotts Hill Road
Sandys MA 03
St. James Church
90 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 03
Somerset Laundromat
57 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Café du Quay
Watford Bridge
Sandys MA 02
OTM Babershop
23 Somerset Road-Upper Floor
Somerset MA 02
Ambiance Deign Studio
23 Somerset Road-Upper Floor
Somerset MA 02

Mrs. T's Victorian Tea Room
126 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 06
Somerset Brigade Band
66 Scott's Hill Road
Sandys MA 03
Bailey's Enterprises
2 Cricket Lane
Somerset MA 03
Trojaniers Barber Shop
58 Scotts Hill Road
Sandys MA 03
Shabazz Bakery Village Outlet
15 Cricket Lane
Somerset MA 03
Somerset Cricket Club
6 Cricket Lane
Sandys MA 03
Japanese Massage & Accupressure
90 Sound View Road
Sandys MA 04
Mon Reve Alternative
14 Sound View Road
Sandys MA 06
Albert Simmons' Carpenter Shop
31 Bob's Valley Lane
Sandys MA 03
Allen Temple AME Church
2 Temple Lane
Sandys MA 03
Reid's Upholstery
9 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
West End Primary School
43 Scotts Hill
Sandys MA 04
T&N Beauty Supplies
Hook „n Ladder Lane
Somerset
V & S Fashions
26 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 02
Dub City-Platinum West
23 Somerset Road-Upper Floor
Somerset MA 02
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SOMERSET STAKEHOLDERS III
Sandys Hardware
66 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Sandys ESSO
37 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Sandys Clean-R-Ama
Marketplace Plaza
Sandys MA 04
Charing Cross
42 Cambridge Road
Sandys MA 04
SideKicks
23 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 02
Purple Cow
No. 19 Somerset Road
Sandy's MA 03
Simons Footwear
19 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Caesar's Pharmacy
30/32 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 02
Seventh Day Adventist Church
9 Beacon Hill
Somerset MA 03
United Apostolic Church of God
4 Sound View Road-Hartle Drive
Somerset MA 04
The First Church of God
75 Sound View Road
Somerset MA 03
Surf Shack
c/o 9 Beaches Resort
Daniel's Head MA 01
MarketPlace
Marketplace Plaza
Sandys MA 03
Let's Party
30/32 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 02
Bentwood Lane Investment Co.
23 Somerset Road-Upper Floor
Somerset MA 02

Arnold's Liquor
41 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Cessi's
23 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 03
Misty's
54 Main Road
Sandys MA 03
St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church
43 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 03
Gosling's
44 Cambridge Road
Sandys MA 02
Arnold's Supermarket
41 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Buelah Tabernacle
4 Buelah Lane
Sandys MA 03
Salon Designs
21 Somerset Road
Sandys MA 03
Audio Visual Electronics
29 Mangrove Bay Road
Somerset MA 01
West Side Construction
P.O. Box MA73
Sandys MA BX
Dollar Depot
Marketplace Plaza
Sandys MA 03
9 Beaches
P.O. Box MA 238
Somerset MA BX
Westover Farms
22 Greenfield Lane
Sandys MA 03
Cambridge Beaches
30 King's Point
Sandys MA 02
Manchester Unity Lodge
40 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 02
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Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Cellular One
C&S West Microbiology Laboratory
Audio Visual Electronics
Village Café

Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Somerset Country Squire
Bud’s Wine and Spirits
Dr. George Shaw Medical Office

Sandys Boat Club

Salt Rock Grill

Bank of Bermuda

Butterfield’s Bank

Swiss Edge/COMADA

Mangoes Gym

Prince Alfred Lodge

Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Somerset Pharmacy
Dr. Kenneth Snaith

WJ Boyles Ltd.
English Sports Shop

Police Station

TELFORD’S
Old Theatre
Multi-Tenant Commercial Building

Gosling’s
Charing Cross

Reid’s Upholstery

VACANT
Multi-Tenant Commercial Building

Caesar’s Pharmacy
Let’s Party

RESIDENTIAL

VACANT
Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Sidekicks
Jamaican Grill
Cessi’s
OTM Barbershop
Platinum Entertainment

Multi-Tenant Commercial Building
Angel Fashions
Salon Design

Springfield
Marketplace

ESSO Station

Arnold’s Supermarket

DERELICT BUILDING
St. Joseph’s Catholic Church
Sandys Hardware
Il Palio
T&N Beauty Supplies
Bo’s Lawn Equipment (storage)

VACANT LOT

Somerset Cricket Club

Shabazz Bakery

Closet Creations
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SANDYS PARISH COUNCIL
In March 2009, the Parish Council a body responsible for the well being and
administration of Sandys invited the Consultant and the Director of the EEZA to their
monthly meeting to exchange information and plans. The BSBDC learned that arising
out of internal initiatives the Council formulated strategic goals which are below.
The Council wants to:
•

Promote and build community capacity and where appropriate coordinate a
range of programs for identified residents categories

•

Maintain strategic focus by monitoring the implementation of goals and
objectives, and building and sustaining stakeholder relationships

•

Generate revenue and ensure stability through the effective management and
utilization of Parish property and assets

•

Promote infrastructural development by identifying opportunities and areas for
improvement

•

Design and implement an administrative and operation structure that will
enable effective Council governance
Reproduced from Sandys Parish Council Strategic Plan

In addition to these stated goals, the Council formulated a Strategic Plan that set out
their ideas and plans to enhance their work in the Parish. There are a few concepts
that may also appear as an Economic Empowerment Zone initiative, but the Council‟s
greatest strength is its positioning as a valuable ally in reaching the residential
community, especially the senior community within Somerset.
The EEZA‟s experience in North Hamilton should equip it with the ability to create
initiatives and policies regarding commercial development, however the Council is
aware of the issues and bodies that affect the Community, and has significant goodwill
in Somerset.
WANDA BREMAR & IRA PHILIP
Many valuable and critical conversations were held with merchants, entrepreneurs and
commercial property owners, and it is clear that there is significant energy in the
Village to enhance its commercial sector. Regarding the Community of Somerset-its
residents and cultural attractions, two people in particular must be noted; Mrs. Wanda
Bremar and Mr. Ira Philip.
Mrs. Bremar appears to have been perennially involved with trying to enhance
Somerset Village. The discussion with Mrs. Bremar revealed that over the better part
of a decade Mrs. Bremar, a Manchester Street commercial property owner, has tried to
produce: a Mini-Chamber of Commerce; a Church Transportation Service for Seniors;
cobble-stoned streets; the return of the Mobile Library; the outdoor showing of
Bermudian plays; a venue for local musicians; and the list is not complete. In addition
to her own efforts, Mrs. Bremar attended all of the North Hamilton Economic
Empowerment Zone Public Meetings, and participated n the Sandys Parish Council‟s

Brainstorming Sessions to produce their Strategic Plan; Mrs. Bremar would greatly
assist the managing of the SEEZ.
Mr. Ira Philip is a national historian who has lived in Somerset his entire life. His local
knowledge is second to none and he was a critical resource in understanding life in
Somerset through the ages. He is a member of the Manchester Unity Lodge and is
spearheading the restoration efforts. His knowledge of Somerset‟s historic homes, and
buildings makes him an even more valuable agent for ensuring any rejuvenation
maintains local character and culture; seeking his involvement in the cultural
enhancement of the Village is recommended.
BERMUDA POLICE SERVICE AND LOCAL CRIME
Often one characteristic of a depressed area which requires rejuvenation or economic
empowerment is the presence of crime; crimes against persons and crimes against
property. Yet, in all of our discussions with Somerset merchants, none had any
significant experience with commercial crime; the EEZA did not speak to any
merchants who said they had been a victim of crime. When the EEZA spoke with the
Parish Council one member spoke about witnessing children shoplift sweets from a
local shop, but none of their members had received any information or complaint
about serious crime.
The Head of the Somerset Division of the Police Service, DI Michael Redfern had
similar views on crime in Somerset. Other than crimes of violence, which he said
involved groups that knew each other with the violence normally related to some
offence felt by rivals, he did not think Somerset had a discernible level of crime that
required special intervention.
As one example, the areas of drug dealing are known by almost everyone in Somerset,
and both the Police and keen Residents know the difference between “…guys who are
dealing and guys who are just hanging out”.
Detective Inspector Redfern said that key to good policing and a safe community is for
every officer to be a community police officer and for the Public to share information,
not only on crimes but on their general feeling about the Community with the Police.
This plea was based on the fact that in a small community, a lot of low-level crime is
excused due to familiarity with the perpetrator or the perpetrator‟s family. When he
was asked if he had heard about children shoplifting in Somerset, DI Redfern had not,
but said this was indicative of Somerset.
It has been said that “everyone knows everyone in Somerset” and that may be true. It
may also provide some explanation as to the low levels of reported and actual crime in
the Area. Perhaps it is not only difficult to report crime when the perpetrator is
known, but it may also be difficult to commit crime when the victim is known.
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Somerset Police Station

PROFESSIONAL SURVEY
In June 2009, the EEZA contracted with Research Innovations Limited to undertake a
survey of the SEEZ Commercial Sector. The research that was undertaken on-site by
the EEZA pertained to business factors and experience that may are affected by
operating in Somerset, the business survey seeks to secure specific information about
the businesses while delving into more detail, creating a profile of SEEZ businesses.
Whereas the Consultant sought „area-specific‟ answers, the Survey asks questions such
as: “How many employees are immediate family members? How many part-time
employees work for the company? Do you have any trainees/apprentices? Which
payroll range does the company fall into?” The replies will greatly assist policy design
and delivery, and act as data to be used to lobby on the SEEZ‟s behalf.
DESIGN GROUP
On 22nd May 2009, the Director of the Economic Empowerment Zone Agency, Mrs. Erica
Smith invited a selection of professionals to a meeting at the BSBDC Headquarters on
Church Street. The Director was seeking to form a Body that would operate on a basis
similar to the North Hamilton EEZ‟s Design Roundtable and invited professionals from
the fields of planning, design, development, and planning policy oversight.
The participants were told that the EEZA was seeking professionals with a significant
tie to Somerset to assist with the design features and implementation of land use
policies for the Somerset Economic Empowerment Zone. Their opinions were sought
regarding: boundaries for the SEEZ, locations for a vendor market, SEEZ internal
zoning, and the nature of Somerset‟s community. At the end of the meeting, each of
the participants agreed to serve on an SEEZ Design Group.
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2008 FINDINGS
The issues that the participants from the Focus Groups raised can be labelled either
„Structural‟ or „Commercial‟. Structurally, the participants lamented the lack of a
body that could encourage beautification of the Village (Manchester Street in
particular); that could produce Village-wide branding and marketing; and which could
manage parking and traffic flow/speed.
From a commercial perspective the merchants expressed a desire for a body that
promotes the services on offer and the opportunity to create a business in Somerset.
The lack of commercial trash collection, the lack of a body like the Chamber of
Commerce or WEDCO to lobby on their behalf, and their relationship with those who
do not know Somerset‟s commercial abilities and potential were raised.
The most significant issues raised are summarised below.
DOCKYARD
It was evident that Dockyard is seen as a major dynamic on the SEEZ. Many
stakeholders felt that Dockyard receives unfair investment and attention which makes
Somerset uncompetitive as a commercial centre. Other stakeholders have accepted
the challenge coming from Dockyard and have implemented business strategies. One
interviewee who was lamenting the SEEZ‟s relationship with Dockyard stated that
customers from all over Bermuda would take a day out to visit Dockyard, but would
not take a day out and come to the Somerset, “…we are Flatt‟s.”
During a one-on-one interview, Mrs. Carla Hall, the proprietor of „Sidekicks‟, a sports
apparel and equipment retailer advised that she recently opened a branch in the
Dockyard Clocktower Mall. Mrs. Hall remarked that she sells to more Bermudians in
Dockyard than in Somerset even though shoppers have to drive past her shop in
Somerset.
At one of the focus groups, Mrs. O‟Brien, proprietor of the Village Café also remarked
about tourists passing right through Somerset. She said “If a tourist has a cold and
while boarding a bus in Dockyard goes to sneeze, by the time they finish that sneeze
they are at Horseshoe.”
It can be stated without fear of contradiction that the relationship between Somerset
Village‟s entrepreneurs and the Dockyard is the single most contentious issue. The
EEZA found the Villagers feelings are akin to the feelings that entrepreneurs in the
NHEEZ have about Front Street‟s prominence and support.
COMMERCIAL GARBAGE COLLECTION
Merchants who operate businesses in either Hamilton or St. George‟s have all of the
trash that their businesses generate collected from their doorstep. Their commercial
trash collection is a service that they receive as a result of paying taxes to the
Corporations that manage the City of Hamilton and Town of St. George‟s respectively.
Regrettably, Somerset does not have a comparable Municipal Authority and the Sandys
Parish Council cannot collect taxes.
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As a result of this vacuum, retailers and others in Somerset have had to make
individual arrangements for their commercial trash. Mr. Ed Simons who had been in
business in Somerset for 50 years prior to retiring to the US last year, told the EEZA
that he “…had to buy a truck to dump my boxes.” He remarked that the trash in
Somerset was not collected so he bought a truck and then had to pay again when he
dumped the trash.
Mrs. Carla Hall related a similar experience. Mrs. Hall stated that when she first
opened for business, she was not aware that the trash would not be collected so it was
put out on the same schedule as residential trash. She began to notice that due to the
prohibition on collecting the trash, the Department of Works and Engineering simply
left it on the sidewalk. By needing to dump the trash, Mrs. Hall has now bought a
vehicle that allows her to drive it to the Tynes Bay Incinerator.
TOURISM
Almost every single person who was interviewed or participated in the focus groups
felt that tourists are simply dissuaded from exploring Somerset. The SEEZ participants
that trade within the food service industry in particular, mentioned their inability to
attract tourists from the cruise ships to their establishments.
The SEEZ Merchants stated that the public transportation that is offered to the tourists
almost ensures they will not go to Somerset; the ferries are free to Hamilton and the
buses are chartered to Horseshoe Beach. As a result, several interviewees labelled
Somerset as merely a “thoroughfare for Dockyard”.
One exception is Woody‟s, which is able to maximise its proximity to Dockyard and is
not situated within the boundaries of Somerset. Woody‟s management‟s experience
has taught them that a significant percentage of tourists are looking for „local flavour‟
rather than places that were designed with tourists in mind. Woody‟s therefore has
designed a menu that significantly promotes traditional Bermudian food and markets
itself as a sports bar offering the „real Bermuda‟.
The SEEZ Merchants are fiercely proud of Somerset and when asked whether Somerset
could attract tourists, they were able to provide a list of attractions and features:
beaches and coves, churches, parks, public gardens, sunsets, historic and stately
homes, biodiversity walks, and more. They advised however that tourists are not told
about any of these attractions, nor are they supported with Department of Tourism
signage, or other attention grabbing features.
In fact the downloadable tourist map found on the Department‟s website only shows
the Somerset Bridge and the Heydon Trust property as attractions in Somerset.9
Further, within the Department‟s 11-page „Sightseeing Brochure‟ Somerset‟s only
listed attractions are: Springfield-the Community Centre, the Heydon Trust property,
and the “Long Bay Area” (note: not Long Bay Beach). As a result, the SEEZ entrepreneurs
feel Somerset is being unfairly overlooked and under supported as a potential tourist
attraction.

9

see Appendix III
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
This issue was widely discussed among SEEZ stakeholders. Prior to the EEZA‟s
involvement in Somerset, the stakeholders had circulated a petition that received over
200 signatures in support of improvements to the ferry service. The service at present
does not encourage visits to Somerset and does not reflect the hours of the residents
and SEEZ businesspeople.
At present, the ferry service‟s inefficiency is being supplemented by a mini-bus that
collects resident passengers at the Watford Ferry Stop and takes them home to
Dockyard. This service is necessary because after 7:00pm, there is no ferry service
from Somerset to Dockyard.
Additionally, residents of Somerset that work in Dockyard have to walk from Dockyard
to Somerset on Sunday afternoons because the last bus leaves Dockyard at 4:00pm and
the shops that trade on Sundays close at that time causing Somerset‟s residents to
miss the bus.

2009 FINDINGS
When data gathering was restarted in December 2008, further information was
gleaned from Somerset‟s commercial sector using site visits and one-on-one interviews
with merchants who had not been spoken to in 2008. In addition to every issue raised
above, the 2009 interviewees also raised:

Central Meeting Point

Marketing/Branding of the Village

Weekly/Evening Manchester Street
Market

More Commercial Space
showroom/warehouse

Gentrification

Pedestrian Traffic - ‘browsers’

Sidewalks

Promotion of Local History

CONDUCTING BUSINESS IN SOMERSET
Not only were the merchants and entrepreneurs „on the same page‟ with almost all of
the relevant issues, it also became clear that there is a shared identity that the
merchants feel. When asked to describe a Somerset businessperson, the usual
response was one of “independent, hearty, strong, creative, committed, and caring”.
It was apparent that the merchants felt they were stronger than their counterparts
throughout Bermuda; and felt their business environment meant they had to be.
An example of this attitude can be found in the café owner who goes to her local
grocery store to buy soft drinks for her business rather than get them from her
supplier because the retail price is less than the wholesale. Another example is the
shoe retailer who bought a truck to dump his commercial waste since the Department
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of Works and Engineering would not. On more than one occasion the EEZA was told
that “in Somerset we just get on with it”.

REQUIREMENTS TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN THE SEEZ
Commit
Extend yourself
Community Goodwill
Listen to your Market

must be prepared to put more into your business
than in other areas of BDA
as the merchants also live near their market, they
must be always „on‟
the Market must know you/family but that alone is
not enough to guarantee success
they are friendly but merchants cannot be seen to
„tell them what they want‟

BEING A SOMERSET BUSINESSPERSON
These responses or similar replies were often given when Interviewees were asked to
contrast conducting business in Somerset versus conducting business elsewhere on the
Island. It is felt that catering to residents in Somerset is unique. One interviewee
stated that “people may work elsewhere, they may even play somewhere else, they
come to Somerset to sleep. We are a bedroom community.” As a result, the shops are
all open later than traditional business hours and they have to contend with a market
that assumes it knows what is on offer in every establishment regardless of how long it
had been since they actually entered the business.
Many business owners had stories of going beyond the call of duty in order to satisfy
their clients/customers. This commitment to service appears to be partly due to the
fact that the business owners tend to live and work in Somerset, and either directly or
indirectly know their customers; they may even be residential neighbours.
In all of the interviews that were conducted, there were only two business
representatives who did not live in Somerset; every participant in the focus groups
worked and lived in Somerset.

PERCEPTIONS OF MERCHANTS IN THE SEEZ
Customers
Suppliers
Competitors (in SEEZ)
Competitors (outside SEEZ)

are surprised SEEZ businesses do what City
merchants do and want
treat businesses (esp. cafes) as an
“afterthought”; deliveries arrive late in the
day
are very helpful and give each other support
and customers
underestimate what is on offer service and
expertise

Given the passage of time between the BEDC‟s 2008 arrival to under take research in
Somerset and today, there have been developments that have been planned or
executed and they are diverse. One long time (40 years) merchant has retired, the
SEEZ‟s only law firm has relocated, and the Government announced the relocation of
the bus terminal to Dockyard potentially giving the BEDC a new open space to utilise in
its plans and schemes; either Community or Commercial.
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CONCLUSION
Having spent the better part of fourteen months getting to know Somerset from a
commercial and societal perspective, the EEZA is now aware of the issues that affect
commercial development in Somerset. It is recommended that Somerset Village, an
area beginning at The Packwood Home and ending at Watford Bridge, ought to be
designated an Economic Empowerment Zone.
The deep feelings that Somerset merchants have regarding investment in Dockyard is
similar to the views that some North Hamilton merchants possess about Front Street
and that fact should be seen as encouragement not a hindrance. The opportunity to
empower a Community by giving it the tools it needs to compete and grow can only
benefit the entire Country.
The focus groups and interviews clearly revealed the issues that the People of
Somerset would like addressed. While attempts have been made to address some of
these before, there has never been a tailor-made scheme for Somerset, which is
driven by local people, and designed with the purpose of enhancing the quality of life
for those who live, work, and play in Somerset.
The pragmatic reason for the recommendation is the lack of a central body that can
harness the available energy for change and the love for Somerset that the Villagers
possess. Other areas in Bermuda enjoy such support; however the EEZA heard many
anecdotes about initiatives, but the vast majority failed for one of two reasons:
funding and/or sustainability.
The issue of funding has been a critical factor as many of the schemes are not easily
placed in one „box‟ and so finding one funding source is almost impossible. AS an
example, there is no single body with funding that could develop schemes in order to:
attract tourists, create parking for retail shopping, develop a scheme for commercial
waste, create attractive lending rates, and lobby for tax exemptions; only the EEZA is
equipped to manage these issues. The lack of a Corporation (and therefore a lack of
municipality tax revenue) as found in Hamilton and St. George‟s also affects the
resolution of any issue that is beyond the Council‟s remit.
Sustainability is more difficult to harness because many people have ideas but very
few people have the drive needed to take ideas from thought to implementation. This
factor is even more prevalent when the people involved with progress have other
commitments that require their time and attention. As the EEZA has been established
specifically to create and manage Zones utilising local resources, Somerset could
finally have the support its commercial sector needs.
Every person that was interviewed had the desire to see an enhanced Somerset for
both visitors and residents. After speaking with the merchants and residents, it is clear
that Somerset has a vibrant energy personified by people who are fiercely proud of
their Village and eager for it to realise its potential.
Submitted,
Corey Butterfield
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June 2009
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APPENDIX
The following documents are a collection of reports, memoranda and graphic
illustrations that were compiled and/or created throughout out the data gathering and
research portion of establishing the Somerset Economic Empowerment Zone.
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APPENDIX I - FOCUS GROUP FLYER

The Bermuda Small Business Development Corporation
invites you to a Focus Group to establish the

The BSBDC wants to learn about business and
commerce in Somerset in order to help you to
meet your targets then exceed your expectations
We want to hear FROM YOU and learn about:
•Making Somerset more business-friendly
•Ideas to empower Somerset economically
•The benefits and challenges of business in

Somerset

DATE:

22ND April 2008

TIME:

6:00pm – 8:00pm

LOCATION: Springfield
Sandys Community Centre
21 Somerset Road

APPENDIX II - FOCUS GROUPS FINAL REPORT
FROM THE SOMERSET ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT ZONE
DATES OF FOCUS GROUPS:

24th April & 29th April 2008

VENUE:

„Springfield‟
Sandys Community Centre
21 Somerset Road
Somerset MA 03

TIME:

6:00pm – 8:00pm

A. ATTENDEES & INTERVIEWEES
ATTENDEES

Pearman Funeral Home
R&B Mini Bus Service
The Nature Shop
Café du Quai
The Village Café
Bulford Mini Bus
Telford Industries
Flag Flops
Salt Rock Grill
Salon Designs
Butterfield Bank
Mangoes Gym & Fitness Centre

Mr. Colin Pearman
Ms. Beverley Bulford
Ms. Theresa Hughes
Ms. Chery-lynne Thomas/Mr Kevin Hughes
Ms. Sandra O‟Brien & Ms. Vernette Hunt
Mr. Randolph Bulford
Ms. Heather Telford
Mrs. Chrystal and Mr. Dwayne Talbot
Mr. Ronald Thorne
Ms. Alisa West
Mr. Stephen Todd
Mr. St.Jean Orridge

INTERVIEWEES

Trojaniers Barbershop
Woody‟s Sports Bar & Restaurant
Bermuda Water Consultants
Simons Footwear
Sandys Hardware
Sandys Carpenter

Mr. Myron Tucker
*Asst. Manager
Dr. Kent Simmons
Mr. Ed Simons
Mr. Richard Bascome
*Sole Trader

METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION
ATTENDEES
i. Several driving and walking surveys within the SEEZ were used to visually locate
businesses, churches, schools and other SEEZ stakeholders. This method ensured
that both the typically residential and the traditional commercial areas were
investigated;

ii. Additionally, both a newsletter that contained businesses that are in Somerset,
received from M. Khaldun, and the telephone directory were used to identify
Somerset businesses. The relevant contact name/manager was identified by calling
the businesses;
iii. BSBDC also received an unexpected bonus from one of the participants. At the 24th
meeting, a participant who had been invited stated that he knew of others who
would be interested in the focus group, but who did not receive prior notice. He
then called three persons after 6:00pm-the time the focus group was to begin-and
they all arrived soon after and contributed;
iv. Rather than rely solely on RSVP, every invited guest was called and personally
invited and/or had their interest assessed. Given the BSBDC is centrally located,
and the SEEZ is an identifiable regional grouping, word–of-mouth awareness being
spread by persons who live and own businesses within the SEEZ was invaluable.;
v. While it was not intended when the participants were invited, the two focus
groups had distinctly different perspectives. It could be argued that their
perspectives were driven by their longevity or brevity in business. That distinction
in perspective may prove to be influential as the SEEZ grows and initiatives are
developed;
INTERVIEWEES
vi. There were some people who had been invited but who were unable to attend
either scheduled focus group. It was noted that some of them may possess valuable
information due to either their (historic) role within the SEEZ, or the nature of
their business and if that was the case, that information should be gathered. As
one example, retailers were underrepresented at the focus groups. As a result, a
specific effort was made to interview retailers in order to broaden the scope of the
data collected;
vii. OBSERVATION: Due to the services on offer, many businesses are mobile and not
housed in static locations. We may need a more thorough method of identifying
all of the entities within the SEEZ. E.g. The Nature Shop is a mobile detoxifying
service that serves clients in their own home.

B. FEATURES OF THE SEEZ
BOUNDARIES
i. The boundaries that were established by the BSBDC (Somerset Bridge to Watford
Bridge) were accepted by all of the participants. There was one query concerning
businesses East of Somerset Bridge, but when discussed, it was accepted that
extending the Zone to the Eastern boundary of Sandys was too wide to manage and
might remove the unique characteristics of the SEEZ;
ii. Regarding the Western boundary-just West of Watford Bridge-as a result of an
interview with a stakeholder on the boundary, the BSBDC may wish to either
conduct further consultation or modify the boundary. When speaking with the
Assistant Manager of Woody‟s Sports Bar and Restaurant, it was clearly stated that
for strategic and commercial reasons, they have affinity with, and benefit from
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participating in WEDCO initiatives and aligning themselves with Dockyard
merchants;
iii. A few of the participants also noted that given the size of the SEEZ, identifying
SEEZ businesses would be difficult for them. Although it was difficult, they
believed that a networking event or an SEEZ directory would greatly assist them to
feel connected to businesses of which they are not aware at present;
iv. The interview at Woody‟s was particularly enlightening because it highlighted a
distinct delineation in commercial perspective and experience within the SEEZ.
While almost every interviewee and participant at the focus groups spoke of the
lack of patronage by tourists, Woody‟s has a regular flow of tourists and directly
advertise to tourists who arrive at Dockyard;
SEEZ’s CHARACTER
v. Almost all participants stated there was a unique „commercial character‟ that
Somerset entrepreneurs possess opposed to entrepreneurs in other geographic
areas; moreso when compared with „City‟ entrepreneurs. Others felt that the
elements that produce commercial success within the SEEZ would produce
commercial success anywhere;
vi. The stakeholders that believed that achieving commercial success in SEEZ was
unique felt that success within the SEEZ required:
a. Community Goodwill
The SEEZ market must know you and/or your family but
goodwill is insufficient to sustain a business;
b. Research/Listen
SEEZ clientele are polite and friendly but they will not patronise
an entrepreneur that acts as if they „know‟;
c. Commit
Retailers in particular noted that on the whole, there is neither
pedestrian traffic, nor browsers as the City where retailers may
attract those who happen to walk past their window. “My hours
say I open at 8am but people know that I am here from 6am.
Some days I make a couple of hundred dollars by 8am and
others, I may have made nothing by noon.”
d. Extend Yourself
Because the entrepreneurs also live within the SEEZ, a
social/residential faux pas may have commercial consequences.
As a result, many stakeholders routinely provide a service that
is beyond traditional roles.
OBSERVATION: It appears that the notion of providing extraordinary service is an
entrenched characteristic of the SEEZ as many of the SEEZ stakeholders not only
expect they have to provide it, they in turn expect to be able to rely on this character
when interacting with, for example, their bankers.

OTHERS’ PERCEPTIONS
vii. Both attendees and interviewees were asked what they felt entities that are not
from the SEEZ felt about businesses in the SEEZ. The responses can be distilled to a
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feeling of being „misunderstood. The feeling was expressed regardless of the
industry or service on offer.
a. Customers are surprised when SEEZ businesses can do the same as
their City counterparts do, but then expect prices to be lower
since SEEZ entrepreneurs do not pay City rents‟;
b. Suppliers treat SEEZ businesses as after thoughts. As an example,
restaurants often receive deliveries late in the day and not
refrigerated;
c. Competitors from beyond the SEEZ often underestimate what the
SEEZ businesses offer-both expertise and service;

C. ISSUES ARISING FROM PARTICIPANTS
I. PARKING
The only stakeholders that did not note the SEEZ‟s chronic lack of parking as an
issue were ones whose property was large enough for the proprietors to provide
parking themselves. One retailer remarked that as customers only come to
Somerset to shop when they know what they want and where to get it, the lack
of parking almost anywhere in the SEEZ is a further deterrent to attracting
„browsing clientele‟;
ii. SECURITY & SAFETY
Stakeholders mentioned that while they do not feel unsafe or concern for their
safety, the failure to maintain street lights and the fact that public
transportation is inadequate may give the perception that the SEEZ is unsafe.
iii. COMMERCIAL GARBAGE COLLECTION
The Department of Works and Engineering does not collect commercial refuse
within then SEEZ. This issue was universally mentioned. Stakeholders have
either resorted to purchasing vans or renting private trucks to dump it. Within
the North Hamilton Economic Empowerment Zone („NHEEZ‟), the Corporation
of Hamilton collects taxes, which in turn supplements the expense of collecting
commercial trash.
iv. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
This was the most discussed issue and one that causes the most consternation
among SEEZ stakeholders by far. Currently, the stakeholders are circulating a
petition-that to date has received over 200 signatures in support-seeking
improvements to the ferry service in particular. The service at present does not
encourage visits to Somerset and does not reflect the hors of the residents and
SEEZ businesspeople. At present, the inefficiency is being supplemented by a
mini-bus that collects passengers at the Watford Ferry Stop and takes them
home to Dockyard. This is necessary because after 7:00pm there is no bus that
goes from the SEEZ to Dockyard. Conversely, residents of the SEEZ that may
work in Dockyard have to walk from Dockyard on Sundays because the last bus
leaves Dockyard at 4:00pm.
v. COMMERCE IN DOCKYARD;
It was evident that Dockyard is seen as a major competitor to the SEEZ. Many
stakeholders felt that Dockyard receives unfair investment and attention which
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makes the SEEZ uncompetitive as a commercial centre. Other stakeholders
have accepted the challenge coming from Dockyard and have implemented
business strategies. As am example, Woody‟s Sports Bar & Restaurant
(„Woodys‟) staff not only attend WEDCO meetings, but they also advertise
directly to tourists, have re-branded as a „sports bar‟, have built a dock
accommodating boaters, and are increasing their capacity. One interviewee
who was lamenting the SEEZ‟s relationship with Dockyard stated that customers
from outside of the SEEZ would not take a day out and come to the SEEZ, “…we
are Flatt‟s.”
vi. ATTRACTING AND SERVING TOURISTS
It was felt by almost every participant that tourists are simply dissuaded from
exploring the SEEZ. The SEEZ participants that trade within the food service
industry in particular, mentioned their inability to attract tourists from the
cruise ships that dock on Dockyard to their establishments. The glaring
exception is Woodys, whose experience has taught them that a significant
percentage of tourists are looking for „local flavour‟ rather than places that
were designed with tourists in mind. Woodys therefore has designed a menu
that significantly promotes traditional Bermudian food such as codfish with all
of the trimmings, local fish dinners with macaroni and cheese, etc. It is
anticipated that there will be approximately 7000 tourists in Dockyard every
week during the 2009 Cruise Ship season. Clearly the SEEZ stakeholders want to
exploit that opportunity and be ready to serve their needs.
vii. BEAUTIFICATION/RENAISSANCE
It is abundantly clear that the SEEZ stakeholders are very proud of both
Somerset and the SEEZ. Their pride is the driving force behind their desire to
see tourists enjoying the attractions within the SEEZ. Almost every participant
mentioned the state of the commercial area of Somerset Road between
Sidekicks and Caesar‟s Pharmacy as in drastic need of beautification.
Additionally almost every participant spoke about natural attractions such as
beaches and railway trails that are contained in the SEEZ but which are not
promoted.

D. VISIONS OF 2018
Participants were asked for their visions of the SEEZ and their businesses in ten
years (2018).
a. THRIVING All participants wanted and said they hoped SEEZ was
thriving not only commercially but socially and culturally;
b. DESIRABLE Other stakeholders will look at the SEEZ and wonder
how it was done and how they can be a part of it;
c. BUSY
It was hoped that in ten years the SEEZ would not „shut
down‟ at night the way it does now.;
d. IDENTITY That the SEEZ is known for good retail choices and
extraordinary service;
e. HOLISTIC It is hoped that transportation, stakeholders and
residents would all be harnessed to raise the SEEZ‟s attraction to
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other activities and businesses. It is also hoped that the whole of
Somerset will be utilised and each sector have its own appeal;
f. TOURISM The historic, natural, and cultural landmarks and places
of interest are promoted and explored by tourists. That the SEEZ
rivals Dockyard when it comes to attracting and retaining tourists‟
revenue.

E. CONCLUSION
The vendors of the SEEZ are extremely proud of both their businesses and
Somerset. It appears that they believe they are the last thought by both their
supplies and various agencies and authorities. The positive consequence of that
thought is it has made the stakeholders innovative and resilient. As an
example, a stakeholder that owns a café said that it is cheaper to purchase sixpacks of soda from the Marketplace when they put it on „discount‟ rather than
buy from her wholesaler/distributor.
It is clear that any plan for the SEEZ must account for elements of economic
scale that are present in the SEEZ. For instance, in a relatively quiet area,
almost at the Western tip of the island, and with limited activity, there are
four mini-buses in operation that are constantly busy. This data, when
combined with the 2009 cruise season belies the „quaint‟ perception of
Somerset and provides the BSBDC with an opportunity to assist the stakeholders
to utilise their efforts to make the SEEZ a bustling, cultural, and scenic
destination for locals and tourists to enjoy.
Submitted By,

Corey Butterfield
30th May 2008
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1. SANDYS HARDWARE - Mr. Owen Cann, Co-Owner
Mr. Cann is a co-owner of the business and the property with Mr. Richard
Bascome. Their property runs from the junction with Hook „hn Ladder Lane
until the Telford property-newly cleared in preparation for a new building to
be constructed. Mr. Cann is also a member of the Sandys Parish Council.
Mr. Cann was a wealth of information and had several observations. He felt
that Somerset was seen as a through fare for tourists and locals who want to
get to and from Dockyard and the lack of a central attraction or location to
rally around caused Somerset to be disconnected. Mr. Cann compared the lack
of a location in Somerset with the effects of the Clocktower on Dockyard and
the Square on St. George‟s.
Additionally, Mr. Cann liked the work that the BSBDC had done both in North
East Hamilton and to create the Rubber Tree Market in Warwick. He felt that a
Market of similar design would be a welcome attraction to Somerset; the
Market, and/or the community location defined above would give tourists a
reason to stop in Somerset. He also felt that people know Somerset‟s
businesses meaning owners do not vary and potential shoppers do not browse.
From a practical perspective, Mr. Cann felt that the area that begins at the
junction of Hook „n Ladder Lane, Somerset Road and Broome Street, continuing
to Arnold‟s supermarket is dangerous and requires the building of a sidewalk.
He had not only offered to donate his land in order to construct it, but he knew
that St. Joseph‟s Church had also agreed to donate the land required to
construct a sidewalk on its boundary with the road.

2. SHABAZZ BAKERY - Mrs. Shawnette Simmons-Scott, Chef & Server
Mrs. Simmons-Scott is the daughter of one of the owners, both of whom are
older women. The building is owned by a trust that holds the property for the
benefit of the owners/business.
The Bakery is often used as an example of the failure of certain Somerset
businesses to adjust to customer preferences or with technology. This scenario
may be explained by its market. According to Mrs. Simmons-Scott, the Bakery
mainly serves its „Regulars‟ - heavy truck drivers, construction workers and
tradesmen who are „on the road‟.
Mrs. Simmons-Scott felt Shabazz was not a typical business because of the
unique facets of the building (owned by a trust); the nature of the business
owners (older and risk-adverse); and the goods on sale (traditional food).
Without these aspects, and if the will was there, the business and building
would be revamped and made more customer friendly; the acceptance of debit
cards and creation of a premium juice bar are two examples.
In relation to the BSBDC, Mrs. Simmons-Scott said she had contacted the office
in the past but did not follow-up. She did feel that the BSBDC was a good
organisation and that it could help the businesses in the Area.

3. CAESAR’S PHARMACY - Mrs. Cheryl Martins, Owner
Mrs. Martins and her husband own the business and a sister business in the
same building called „Let‟s Party‟, a company that sells balloons, cards,
wrapping paper, etc. The Martins also own the building that the businesses
occupy.
Mrs. Martins stated that she regularly brainstorms and coordinates commercial
efforts with area entrepreneurs, Heather Telford (owner of „Telford‟s‟) and
Carla Hall (owner of „Sidekicks‟). Mrs Martins said that although it is informal it
is very effective and a more formal broader grouping would also be helpful.
Although Mrs. Martins does note the extensive support and development that
happens in/for Dockyard, she believes that good customer service is key to
maintaining a profitable business. Mrs. Martins accepted that Somerset is seen
as a thoroughfare, however she believes one of the benefits of shopping in
Somerset versus shopping in Hamilton is time. She felt shoppers can and do
take their time while in Somerset and they are unable to do so in Town.
Mrs. Martins‟ main recommendation was the creation of a „mini chamber of
commerce‟ that serves Somerset exclusively; the Western Division of the
Chamber Commerce serves an area from Dockyard to Southampton Princess.

4. CAFÉ DU QUAY - Mr. Kevin Hughes, Co-Owner
Mr. Hughes is the co-owner of the business with his sister Ms. Cheryl-Lynne
Thomas; the café was described as her dream. The building housing the café is
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owned by the Department of Works and Engineering and is leased to the
owners. Mr. Hughes is not only co-owner and staff, but is also a taxi driver in
Somerset and an Administrator at Springfield Community Centre.
Mr Hughes was another trove of information about Somerset and its businesses
and is fiercely proud of Somerset. He has worked in hospitality in the East end
and says the secret to business success in Somerset is consistency, commitment
and having a unique character. He was supportive of the efforts in North
Hamilton and thought Somerset could benefit from similar attention, products
and services that have been created in the EEZ.
Principally, Mr. Hughes felt that Somerset would benefit from marketing that
branded the Region/Area and that attracted locals and tourists. Not only
because the business is located at Watford Bridge, but also from a general
perspective he felt an improvement in the ferry schedule, to make it more user
friendly to both locals and tourists alike was essential.
Mr. Hughes also felt that having both community and business events would
create a greater bond among Somerset‟s residents.

5. MINI-BUS SERVICE - Ms Carolyn Butterfield, Driver
While interviewing Mr. Hughes, a mini-bus driver came into the Café for lunch.
We took the opportunity to ask her questions about Somerset, the ferry, and
her views on business in Somerset.
Ms. Butterfield felt that Somerset would “definitely” benefit from being
designated an Economic Empowerment Zone and could “probably use all” of
the services and products that are available in the EEZ; she also felt that
Dockyard received all of the support and assistance at the expense of
Somerset. While her business was half locals and half tourists, she felt that the
ferry schedule was not serving either group well.
Ms. Butterfield stated that she found service was the main method to protect
and expand one‟s business and spoke about Mr. Ed Simons who owned Simons
Footwear until he recently retired abroad. It was widely known that although
his opening hours were 8:00am, he was open at 6:00am every work day in order
to serve customers who needed shoes prior to school or work.
As if to reinforce her position on the importance of service, Ms. Butterfield
advised that the mini-bus that she operated was owned by East End Mini-Buses,
a company that originated on the other side of the Island.

6. T&N BEAUTY SUPPLIES - Ms Itoni Lambert, Owner
Although the shop was closed during our site visit, I was able to interview Ms.
Lambert when I was on-site a few days later. She is the business owner and the
building is owned by the Sandys Parish Council.
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Like the Shabazz bakery, there are specific facets of this entreprise which
make its business challenging. Firstly, its location is not along the main road as
more than 90% of Somerset‟s businesses are. Secondly, it is a relatively new
business and has the normal challenges of a start-up; and thirdly the business
was launched as an evening enterprise as Ms Lambert had a full-time job.
Recently, she was laid off and that encouraged her to open during days and
maintain her evening hours.
Ms. Lambert originally sold hair products from her home but chose to expand
after her then partner left the business. She serves Somerset‟s older residents
during the day and the younger generation after they finish work and come
home. Ms Lambert says that although she might get more pedestrian traffic in
Town, she feels the Area needs her shop/service and will make it work. Ms.
Lambert also said the Council has been very supportive and Mr. Cann has
agreed to place a sandwich board advertising her shop on his property.
There is one ironic note about crime, perceived crime and the effect on an
area that I discovered while speaking with Ms. Lambert. Ms. Lambert had
complained to the Council about the nefarious activity that seemed to occur
right outside of her business. The young men have now been moved and she has
found that her sales of soft drinks and chips have plummeted. The knock on
effect she says, is that her overall sales figures have dramatically dropped.
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7. V & S Fashions – Ms. Verlina Lightbourne, Co-Owner
V&S Fashions is located in the first lower unit in the building located at 36
Somerset Rd.; opposite the single story maroon building. Ms. Lightbourne owns
this store with her son, and it sells clothing, shoes, undergarments and other
fashion accessories. Ms. Lightbourne has been in business since 1999 initially
selling from her home. After moving outgrowing her home, Ms. Lightbourne
began selling t-shirts on the street at the junction of Cambridge Road and
Somerset Road, just before Gosling‟s liquor store.
Ms. Lightbourne‟s customers hail from across the Island and she is particularly
supported by hotel workers as she spent a lot of years in the hospitality
industry. As a result of loyalty from the hotel workers, Ms. Lightbourne says her
sales are somewhat seasonal; her belief is that hotel workers have more
disposable income during the Summer months and that is when her sales pick
up. Overall though, Ms. Lightbourne says in terms of profitability she is doing
“really good” and she has no complaints about sales.
Ms. Lightbourne felt that tourists were not encouraged to visit Somerset and
she wanted to find ways to make that happen; “they don‟t stop here”. She
suggested the train bring tourists from Dockyard into Somerset and take them
around and she was supportive of an Evening Vendor Market on Manchester
Street (as Harbour Nights in Hamilton). Regarding Manchester Street and the
commercial properties on that road, Ms. Lightbourne said the area “really”
required an “upgrade”.
When asked about the difference between a Somerset merchant and one from
Town and other areas, Ms. Lightbourne said the merchants in Somerset are
more “independently minded”. She also said that if you are committed and had
the right personality, it was not hard to run a business in Somerset.
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8. OTM BARBERSHOP – Mr. Komo Trott, Owner/Barber
Mr. Trott has been at his present premises (upper floor of the Simm-Scott
Building) for seven months. Previously he cut hair from a location at No. 2 East
Shore Rd.; the current location of „The Crystal Forest‟. Mr. Trott is a Barber
but it was only a hobby as he used to cut hair while also having a small shop
that sold clothes; additionally he also promoted concerts and other events.
Mr. Trott is one of the „new generation entrepreneurs‟ that are becoming more
visible in Somerset. They are entrepreneurs who, while they have a main
business or source of income are constantly on the lookout for further
opportunities. He still promotes events but is more dedicated to the
barbershop at present. His clientele normally arrives for a haircut after 5:30pm
once they return to Somerset from work and he normally closes up at about
9:30pm. He finds that although there are more heads on weekends, he has
stable business through the week.
Regarding operating a business in Somerset, Mr. Trott-who is Bermudian but
was raised in Virginia, USA-has a positive outlook and does not see any
detrimental issues to having a successful business in Somerset. In his
estimation, a successful business was only dependent on the commitment of its
owner.
In reference to the possible designation of Somerset as an Economic
Empowerment Zone, Mr. Trott did wonder if the BSBDC‟s and Banks policies
and benefits, will allow all business owners to benefit. He was specifically
wondering whether merchants and entrepreneurs whose credit history may not
be positive may still benefit from the designation. On this subject, he gave an
example of a friend who owns a business in the North Hamilton Economic
Empowerment Zone (NHEEZ) whose past performance with his bank seemingly
prohibited him from enjoying the benefits available in the NHEEZ. I suggested
should the designation come to fruition, each application will be judged on its
own merit by the relevant institution.

9. DUB CITY-PLATINUM WEST – Mr. Judah Quallo, Owner
Mr. Quallo runs the shop and is an owner of Platinum West; also located on the
upper floor of the Simm-Scott Building. The venture is the result of a merger
with Platinum West and Dub City. Dub City supplies cds and Platinum West
supplies dvds. Their combined efforts allow the shop to sell and rent dvds, and
sell cds, a few t-shirts, and other accessories.
The shop has been in existence since 2004 and Mr. Quallo says he has no issues
with business sales and that most of his customers arrive after 5:00pm. This
occurrence is partly due to business in Somerset (most stay open beyond
traditional business hours) and partly due to the nature of his business; most
dvd rental shops do their trade in the evenings.
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Regarding doing business in Somerset, Mr. Quallo finds Somerset to be quiet,
peaceful and unlike the hectic pace in Town. He did say that notwithstanding
the lack of pedestrian traffic, he finds people expect his prices to be the same
as in Town.
I asked Mr. Quallo whether he sees any crime while conducting business. He
stated that he was the victim of an attempted armed robbery at his shop in
January 2008, but he chased the perpetrators out and across the street. The
Police were then called and the teens caught and arrested. It appears they
were on a small spree having broken into Somerset Primary School and burgled
one house. Other than that occasion he says he rarely sees or hears about
crime in the Area.
Mr. Quallo knew most of his customers and most of other business owners in
the immediate area (Manchester St.) as he grew up in Somerset. He said that
being from Somerset may help in business but that it could not be relied on.
In terms of the potential designation as an EEZ, Mr. Quallo said he hoped that
the designation would bring/produce more activities to attract tourists and
residents who live beyond Somerset, to Somerset. In addition, he felt that
Somerset itself needs a marketing plan to promote all of the possibilities and
realities in Somerset. He was convinced that if more people knew what was
available in Somerset, the Area‟s commerce would increase.

10.

ASCENSION BOUTIQUE – Ms Makita Gilbert, Owner

Ms. Gilbert is the owner and technician of this nail salon located on the upper
floor of the Simm-Scott Building. Ms Gilbert has been “doing nails” for eight
years having begun in her home, but when her business continued to grow she
moved to commercial premises (56 Somerset Road near the Warren Simmons
field). To meet further increased demand, Ms. Gilbert hired one staff member.
Personal circumstances lead Ms. Gilbert to return to the USA, during which
time she gave up her lease, before returning to Bermuda last year.
Ms. Gilbert has traits and opinions which are interesting to the data collection.
One such fact is that Ms. Gilbert lives in Somerset but she is American and
retains a strong American accent. As a result, she feels that although she lives
in Somerset and that is normally a bonus, given her accent and the fact that
she is a foreigner she does not receive any benefit from living nearby.
Ironically, she feels that in Bermuda, specifically in Somerset, clients and
customers will forego quality service or the best product in order to support
their friends; I did not find a single merchant who agreed with that statement.
When asked to negatively define a stereotypically Somerset business, Ms.
Gilbert said it is considered of inferior quality; it is a „hangout‟ rather than a
business; goods and services ought to be cheaper; it is a „last resort‟ or clients
have a „special request‟; and that every time Somerset is mentioned it is
preceded by “all the way”.
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Regarding her particular business, Ms. Gilbert said that her customers are loyal
and hail from all over Bermuda. Ms Gilbert says she serves two types of clients:
one is a loyal customer who comes from anywhere in Bermuda for regular
service, and the other is someone who comes for special services or on special
occasions. She says that regrettably, her location (upper floor) does not create
the third type of client…the walk-in client.
Until speaking with Ms Gilbert, I had not spoken to a merchant who utilised
public transportation or saw it as a benefit. Ms. Gilbert however spoke about
the effect it had on her business when she operated from her previous location.
Her clients could catch the bus and walk approximately ten yards and be in her
salon. Likewise for their return, the bus stop was directly across the street.
I am unsure whether Ms. Gilbert‟s point about public transportation is as
important as was made out. Currently clients that originate east of Somerset
Road can alight at a westward bus stop almost directly across from the SimmScott building. Likewise, departing clients travelling east can catch a bus from
a stop directly opposite the westward stop; albeit this salon is upstairs and
the previous location was on the ground floor.
With regard to tourists, Ms. Gilbert stated the only time tourists stopped by
were the rare occasions when either Cambridge Beach‟s or 9 Beaches‟ tourists
ventured into the Village for a walk. Even rarer, were cruise ship tourists who
got off the bus in Somerset to explore or purchase groceries on their way to
Dockyard.
When asked about the key differences between a salon in Somerset and a salon
in Town, Ms. Gilbert said the key was „waiting‟. In Somerset when you have an
appointment you are guaranteed to walk in and be served, in Town it is likely
that a client will have to wait. She also stated that her hours are longer than
City salons but may have the same hours as salons in the NHEEZ. Ms. Gilbert
loves working in Somerset and said: “you could not pay me to go (operate) to
Town”

11. BENTWOOD LANE INVESTMENT COMPANY– Ms. Mia Daniels, Manager
Bentwood Lane is a unique corporate resident of Somerset. Bentwood Lane had
offices in Town but was significantly winding down and did not need the
expense of a City office. Ms. Daniels knew of available space in the Simm-Scott
building and advised her employers accordingly. The employers realised their
office could operate almost anywhere as long as there was an internet
connection, and when combined with the savings, decided to move their office
to Somerset. Ms. Daniels appears to be the sole employee.
Bentwood Lane does not need pedestrian traffic, garbage collection, it neither
has nor needs loyal customers to patronise its office, it is not dependent on
tourists stopping in Somerset, it is impervious to derelict buildings or
beautification schemes, and it does not need BSBDC assistance. These features
make it an interesting study.
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Ms. Daniels loves being Somerset and accepted that most people (including Ms
Daniels until she began to work in Somerset) think of Somerset as “way up
there”. Now that she works in Somerset however, Ms. Daniels appreciates it.
Ms. Daniels remarked that in Town she would never run an errand that was
farther than she wanted to walk as she knew she would lose her parking space.
In Somerset, no matter where she goes or when, she says she always returns to
find a parking spot. Ms. Daniels says she loves the public transportation and
uses the ferry and buses quite regularly. The bus drops her off almost right
outside of the building and if she has to go to Town she likes a stroll to the
ferry stop.
I asked about Somerset‟s suitability to attract „corporate businesses‟ given that
Somerset was not explicitly designed to attract that type of business, and Ms.
Daniels was positive. She remarked that: BELCO can be paid at The
Marketplace supermarket; she can pay taxes online; banking was very easy; she
felt there was diversity for food; the ferry was good to and from Town; and
that in some ways, as there are very few distractions, Somerset may be more
conducive to efficient work output than Town.

12.

AMBIANCE DESIGN STUDIO – Mrs. Tamisha Greene, Owner

Mrs. Greene, an interior designer and event coordinator (weddings in
particular) has been at the present location on the upper floor of the SimmScott building for one year and is very happy with Somerset. Having returned to
Bermuda after completing her design studies and working overseas, Mrs Greene
worked at a number of City design studios. After marriage, she was at home
with her children and facilitating event management „on the side‟. Her home
business continued to grow and she took the decision to open her own office.
Mrs. Greene is a Somerset person and lives within walking distance of her
office. She says that the only reason that she has to go to Town other than
appointments is to take her child to school. Mrs. Greene says she could and
perhaps should use the ferry more often but is too reliant on the convenience
of her car.
When asked about having a business in Somerset, Mrs. Greene remarked that it
was a learning process. When she first opened she would often apologise to
clients for the distance they had to drive even if they had not complained. Now
that she has built a client base, Mrs. Greene is confident about being in
Somerset and schedules appointments according to the days when she wants to
be in her office. As an example, Mrs. Greene decided that she wanted to be in
the office on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, so only schedules
appointments in Town on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Regarding Somerset‟s possible EEZ designation, Mrs. Greene was very excited
and thought the beautification of Manchester St. would greatly enhance the
area. Given Mrs. Greene‟s experience in event coordination, and the fact that
she is a designer, I spoke with her about greater involvement in any
organisation that is formed and charged to drive the benefits and initiatives
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that arise from an EEZ designation. Mrs. Greene was agreeable and enthusiastic
and gave me further contact information to use when/if the time comes.

13.

CLOSET CREATIONS - Mr. Joseph McCann, Owner

Closet Creations is a business housed in a building that borders the Eastern
boundary of Somerset‟s Commercial Zone. The business measures, imports and
installs high quality wire and pvc organisers for closets and other storage areas
in one‟s home. Mr. McCann says the business is profitable and he enjoys it.
Mr. McCann is non-Bermudian but has been in Bermuda for a number of years
and but for his accent would appear to be Bermudian. He lives and works in
Somerset and could (although he does not) walk to work. He does not own the
building in which his business operates but said it is owned by Mr. Roderick
Pearman and managed by Ted Gauntlett, Chartered Surveyor.
The premises that he occupies is a workshop rather than a customer-friendly
business because the nature of his business means he goes out to his clientele.
Mr. McCann says he is the only closet organising company on the Island and that
has allowed him to operate without debt. The business does not take up loans
nor purchase goods or supplies on credit. This is a hallmark of his business style
and he says he is unlikely to change it.
Although his is the only business of its type in Bermuda, Mr. McCann does not
feel confident enough to open a retail division in Somerset. The overseas
company with which he is affiliated supplies a wide range of retail products
which would require Mr. McCann to move to a larger premises in order to
incorporate a showroom. He is doubtful however, that a retail aspect of his
business would thrive being in Somerset. He felt that it was still too far to drive
for, as an example, a belt rack. As a result, at present he has secured „first
refusal‟ on the premises on the upper level of the building he occupies and will
expand there if the tenant vacates.
In terms of living in Somerset, he says he loves it and would not move. He says
with two pharmacies, two banks, BELCO, and a grocery store, Somerset can
accommodate its residents. Mr. McCann felt that often people rightfully asked
“Why go to Somerset?” He said that without a central attraction, even a movie
theatre there is no reason.
Regarding Somerset‟s possible designation as an EEZ, Mr. McCann was cool on
the idea. He was concerned that any attempts to empower the area will enrich
and empower the property owners but not the business owners. He said he
would be very interested to see the benefits that it brings businesses but until
then was not “getting excited”.
I asked Mr. McCann his views on the phrase: „People work, play and live
elsewhere but sleep in Somerset.‟ He agreed and said that he ought to know.
Mr. McCann and his wife often dine out and he said had it not been for Salt
Rock Grill, Somerset would not even have a decent plane to eat dinner. He also
noted that prior to it being renamed and redesigned it was a „Workmen‟s bar
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where people out for a meal had to contend with dusty and dirty tradesmen
who had knocked off and where now “letting their hair down”.
The other issue that Mr. McCann spoke about was sell-by dates and the overall
quality of food on offer in Somerset‟s grocery stores. He had conducted his own
investigation into sell-by dates and the freshness of meats on offer. As a result
of his own experiences and studies, he does not buy any meat in Somerset.
This issue (quality of food) also arose in the Focus Groups and my be an issue
worthy of bringing to the attention of the Department of Consumer Affairs
Overall Mr. McCann felt the social activity aspect of Somerset left a lot to be
desired.
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APPENDIX VI – PARISH COUNCIL MINUTES
MINUTES OF SANDYS PARISH COUNCIL MEETING
BSBDC INVITED TO INFORM ABOUT EEZ DESIGNATION AND PLANS
Date:

9TH MARCH 2009

Present for Sandys Parish Council:
Mr. Norbert Simmons, Chairman;
Dr. Melvyn Bassett, Deputy Chairman; and
Regular Membership
Present for Bermuda Small Business Development Corporation:
Mrs. Erica Smith, Team Leader Economic Empowerment Zones; and
Mr. Corey Butterfield, BSBDC Consultant
1. After being introduced by the Council Chair Mr. Norbert Simmons, BSBDC
Team Leader for the Economic Empowerment Zones, Mrs. Erica Smith began
by giving the Council an overview of the work that the BSBDC had been
undertaking in North East Hamilton Economic Empowerment Zone (NHEEZ).
Mrs. Smith used the NHEEZ „Background, Vision, and Land Usage Strategy
Plan‟ in order to show artistic impressions, land use concepts, and other
graphic aids;
2. Mrs. Smith‟s opening remarks touched on the principles behind an Economic
Empowerment Zone designation, the ethos behind the Government‟s plans, the
methods of data collection, and how Somerset came to be considered;
3. Mrs. Smith continued by reporting on the Consultant‟s work in Somerset,
specifically targeting Somerset merchants, entrepreneurs, and their businesses.
BSBDC data collection, one-on-one interviews, and focus group activity that has
already been completed was also discussed;
4. Mrs. Smith’s opening concluded with a description of how the plans and
initiatives that encompass the NHEEZ designation are managed and carried out;
e.g. the UMA and YOM;
5. The first question from the floor came from Council Member and Director of
Planning, Mr. Buddy Hollis. Mr. Hollis wanted to know how the BSBDC defined
a „business‟. He said the definition was vital as Somerset had various
businesses;
6. Mr. Norbert Simmons echoed Mr. Hollis‟ statements and said that Somerset10
had a large proportion of home businesses-businesses that are run from
Somerset‟s residents‟ homes;
10

The Sandys Parish Council, like many residents and entities in Sandys use „Somerset‟ and „Sandys‟
interchangeably. It appears that regarding community development, potential land usages, and the
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7. BSBDC Consultant Mr. Corey Butterfield, then provided a synopsis of the
efforts that were undertaken to locate, invite, and engage with businesses in
Somerset and provided the Council with an approximate breakdown of the
data. The relevant data included: the number of businesses identified, the
number that attended the focus groups, the total number of those who were
interviewed and a general observation of their commercial thinking about the
Area;
8. Mrs. Smith and Mr. Butterfield then advised the Council about BSBDC efforts to
determine the boundaries of a potential Somerset Economic Empowerment
Zone („SEEZ‟). The Council was told of the first idea: Somerset Bridge to
Watford Bridge but that those boundaries created a very large EEZ. The Council
was then advised that the Department of Planning Commercial Zoning
boundaries were considered: from No. 72 Somerset Road (Closet Creations)
until No. 27 Mangrove Bay Road (Salt Rock Grill) but that meant that certain
landmark Somerset entities and businesses would be missed. Mrs. Smith then
told the Council about the „Buffer‟ as used in the NHEEZ. The Buffer allowed
the Minster of Finance to extend the Zone‟s initiatives to adjacent areas if they
also have certain characteristics found within the Zone. The Council was then
advised that whichever boundaries are finally decided, if designated, the SEEZ
will encompass the Packwood Rest Home easterly, and the Watford Bridge
westerly;
9. The Deputy Chair of the Council, Dr. Melvyn Bassett then wanted to know
whether the BSBDC initiatives will only address and be designed for businesses
in Somerset. Dr. Bassett spoke about “the Community” and the need for social
and communal development and initiatives. He was very interested in noncommercial development;
10. Mrs. Smith and Mr. Butterfield told the Council that one of the goals of the
meeting was to advise the Council of the BSBDC‟s efforts so far, and to seek
synergies that will allow every entity in the Zone to harness its potential and
carryout its mandate for the improvement of those who live, work, and play in
the SEEZ. In that regard the Council had been sought out to see what its
community involvement was, and whether it could drive some of the noncommercial initiatives that could originate with an EEZ designation;
11. Council Member Ms. Dawn Simmons then spoke about some of the social issues
and unique aspects of Somerset that permeate the Village. Mrs. Simmons
provided background to life in Somerset and some of the facets of life in
Somerset for Residents;
12. In answer to a question from Mrs. Smith about its plans for the Village, Council
Member Ms. Norette Simmons advised that the Council had prepared a
Strategic Plan. The Plan was compiled as a result of various sessions,
presentations, input from various community stakeholders, and hours of
administrative work conducted under the Council‟s auspices. The Plan is in the
Council‟s efforts, policies and plans, the Council focuses on the immediate Somerset Village rather than
the parish of Sandys which begins at the entrance to the Pompano Beach Club and ends at the Western
tip of Dockyard.
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process of being finalised, printed and bound, and it is anticipated that the
final document will be made public;
13. Dr. Bassett advised that the Strategic Plan (the „Plan‟) funded in part by the
Department of Community and Cultural Affairs, mainly addressed
social/community and environmental issues and that the Council had not come
up with specific plans for commercial issues or commercial development;
14. Mr. Hollis, in speaking about the Plan said it (and the Council) could benefit
from the SEEZ design and plans. It was Mr. Hollis‟ opinion that development in
Somerset had been “depressed”. He stated that he did not know the reason but
hypothesised that it might be either external or internal. Externally being
related to Department of Planning policies or internally driven by what the
residents and business owners believe the Area offers or should/could offer;
15. Mr. Norbert Simmons then spoke about Somerset as a Village. He was keen
that beautification of the Village be part of any plan for the development of
Somerset. However in addition to beautification of buildings, parks, streets,
etc. Mr. Simmons was very interested in plans that can assist to build social and
community cohesion. He was advised that in the NHEEZ, such plans and
initiatives have been organic in that they have largely originated from the
representative bodies that are already „on the ground‟ and who intimately
know the Area and issues;
16. Dr. Bassett then gave a detailed recital of various plans for the commercial
and social development of Somerset that have not come to fruition over the
years. The plans included the construction of a large dock on Mangrove Bay
Road, development to meet the commercial „threat‟ to Somerset from
Dockyard, the use of the Public Wharf as a ferry stop, and various development
efforts by well known Somerset Resident the late Mr. Robin Joell, and others;
17. Mrs. Smith then asked about prevalence or presence of crime and other social
ills. Mrs. Smith was clear about both the „perception of crime‟ and the „actual
committing‟ of crime;
18. In reply, Council Member Ms. Dawn Simmons gave a cogent argument about
the causes of crime in Somerset. Ms. Simmons spoke about the “family aspect”
of crime in Somerset and said often times when young men are criminals, the
Village residents are aware, will often know their entire families and that has a
big impact on the reporting of crime. Ms. Simmons said often the child that is
rude and whom has a lack of respect for authority „graduates‟ from school
punishment to worsening punishment as their behaviour deteriorates with age.
She continued by saying the lack of Village/Parish pride affects everything from
the lack of respect for the Village‟s seniors to careless throwing of litter;
19. In answer to a question from Mr. Butterfield about how well the Village
criminals are known, Ms. Simmons said when driving through Somerset,
Residents will see known criminals and will know that they have just been
released and that they consequently need to take more care with their homes-
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Ms Simmons said that only long-term Residents would know that information
and take that extra care;
20. Finally, in making a distinction between crime and merely anti-social activity
e.g. loitering, Ms. Simmons said “congregating” is basically accepted as the
young men are known and the lack of other areas where they could „hang out‟
is understood. It is felt that they are loitering but are otherwise polite, look
out for women, the elderly and children, and are not necessarily openly
committing crimes;
21. Mr. Norbert Simmons had a different perspective. He said he saw crime
committed in Somerset every day. He said it was essentially children
shoplifting sweets from shops but that it did disturb him. He confirmed that he
did not confront the children when he saw them, but that he tried to deter
them by having a physical presence near the sweets. He also felt that Residents
of Somerset had to deal with an unacceptable level of crime in/at their homes,
specifically „breaking and entering‟. It seemed as if this was a anecdotal
perception rather than a view founded on firm data;
22. The Council‟s discussion concluded with remarks from Mr. Norbert Simmons
that spoke about the need to ensure the EEZ plans did not create dependency
as Somerset‟s residents and businesses normally „get on‟ with what needs to
happen in the Village. He wanted to ensure the BSBDC knew that the Council
and its constituents needed a “hand up” and not a “handout”;
23. In reply, addressing the „dependency concern‟ Mrs. Smith advised that should
the designation be made, the status of an EEZ only lasts for ten years. It is
envisioned that the SEEZ policies should have assisted those who live, work,
and play within the SEEZ to develop accordingly by then;
24. Mrs. Smith, building on the experience of the NHEEZ, then spoke briefly on the
vital role of key stakeholders in the success of the SEEZ;
25. In concluding remarks for the BSBDC, Mrs. Smith thanked the Council for the
opportunity, and provided websites and other online resources that the Council
could consult for further information on economic empowerment zones; e.g.
the Docklands and the 2012 Olympic Games development in London, England.
Submitted by,

Corey Butterfield
BSBDC Consultant

27th March 2009
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APPENDIX VII – DESIGN GROUP MINUTES
MINUTES OF MEETING WITH THE
PROSPECTIVE SEEZ DESIGN GROUP
Date:

22nd MAY 2009

Present for the Economic Empowerment Zone Agency:
Mrs. Erica Smith, Director
Mr. Corey Butterfield, BSBDC Consultant
Present for the SEEZ Design Group:
Mr. Larry Williams
Mrs. Tamisha Greene
Mr. Blake Lambert
Mr. Rudolph Hollis
26. The Director of the Economic Empowerment Zone Agency (‘EEZA’), Mrs.
Erica Smith opened the meeting by thanking the attendees for responding to
the invitation. Mrs. Smith then advised them that they had been invited to
attend due to recommendations either from their industry peers or by EEZA
staff. They were told that the EEZA was seeking design, planning, and/or
architectural professionals with a significant tie to Somerset to assist with the
implementation of land use policies and design features of the Somerset
Economic Empowerment Zone („SEEZ‟);
27. Mrs. Smith then launched a PowerPoint presentation that gave a thorough
overview of the results of research that had been undertaken in the SEEZ. The
Group was shown slides detailing: commercial buildings‟ usage, issues
emanating from the EEZA‟s focus groups and one-on-one interviews, makeup of
focus group attendees, the Department of Planning zoning boundaries within
Somerset, and potential vendor market locations;
28. Mrs. Smith then explained the initiatives that make-up the North Hamilton
Economic Empowerment Zone (NHEEZ) Scheme and the role of its Design
Roundtable. Mrs. Smith spoke about the need to enhance/empower the
Environments, the Economies, and the Societies of the EEZs. Mrs Smith then
gave a presentation of the demographics and other characteristics of the
NHEEZ as determined by government data and surveys, independent surveys,
and the EEZA‟s consultants in order to show the path that the NHEEZ is on;
29. After providing the data, Mrs. Smith then spoke about the progress to date in
the NHEEZ. Mrs. Smith spoke about the value of loans and grants that have
been awarded and how the recipients have used them. The Group also heard
about the specific schemes on offer in the NHEEZ; duty and payroll relief,
community organisation support, and the polices that are coming together to
empower the NHEEZ;
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30. Having established what the EEZs policies and schemes are designed to achieve
and the results so far in the NHEEZ, Mrs. Smith then directed the meeting to
Somerset Village. Mrs. Smith invited Mr. Butterfield to advise the Group on the
options available to establish the boundaries of SEEZ. Mr. Butterfield gave a
brief description of the number of businesses in Somerset and where they were
located (per geographic groupings) in Somerset. In addition he spoke about the
Department of Planning zoning and how it has very little restriction on the
commercial needs of Somerset;
31. Regarding the potential boundaries of the SEEZ, Mr. Butterfield stated the
EEZA approached the SEEZ by using „Bridge-to-Bridge‟; an area encompassing
the portion of Sandys that fell between Somerset Bridge and Watford Bridge.
He continued that in relation to the NHEEZ, the SEEZ would most likely be a
larger area, although there may be more entities in the NHEEZ;
32. The Group was then invited to offer its recommendations for the boundaries of
the SEEZ. Mr. Williams stated that the „Bridge-to-Bridge‟ foundation was
geographically accurate as being „Somerset‟ but wondered whether an Area of
that size would be manageable;
33. Mr. Lambert suggested an area that began at White Hill and ended at Watford
Bridge. His rationale was that to stop at Somerset Bridge would deny the
empowerment benefits to a significant (relative to Sandys/Somerset)
commercial zone; i.e. the area between Robinson‟s Marina and the entrance to
the former US Naval Station. He also remarked that as the boundary for
Southampton/Sandys is just beyond that same entrance, it might be useful to
have it as the SEEZ boundary as well;
34. Mrs. Greene was of the opinion that Sandys and Somerset could not be used
interchangeably and that any boundary ought to focus on Somerset specifically;
35. Mr. Hollis stated that regardless of where the boundaries were finally fixed,
the SEEZ should ensure that the catchment area should be able to truly
“empower” and not merely “improve”; he felt that empowerment meant
“impact”. Mr Hollis suggested that perhaps the way to determine the SEEZ
would be to identify areas that are suitable to be empowered and then not be
bound by a „beginning‟ and an „end‟ of the SEEZ, instead, empower multiple
zones within the main SEEZ;
36. After further detailed discussion Mr. Williams stated that there were three
distinct commercial areas in Somerset. Beginning from the West and coming
East, he listed them as: the area from WATFORD BRIDGE until MANGROVE BAY
which he called „The Village‟. The next portion ran from the SOMERSET POLICE
STATION to the site of the former GARDEN PATCH*. The final section ran from
St. JAMES‟S CHURCH to ELY‟S HARBOUR;
* The former Garden Patch site is the current site of Closet Creations
37. Mr. Hollis, relating his comments to results, mentioned that if the SEEZ is too
large it will not be able to compete with Dockyard as the attractions there are
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in one spot. He also remarked about the traffic from Dockyard that “zips”
through Somerset;
38. When finalising his views on the boundaries, Mr. Lambert suggested having the
boundaries enclose an area from the Garden Patch to the Salt Rock Grill;
39. When asked whether the Group could come to a consensus on the boundaries,
the Group settled on two options: either Garden Patch to Salt Rock Grill or
Garden Patch to Telford‟s;
40. The Group was then told about the EEZA‟s plan to establish a Weekly Vendor
Market within the SEEZ. Additionally, the Group was told that some
interviewees had suggested establishing a Vendor Market, in the evening, along
the lines of Harbour Nights on Manchester Street;
41. The Group was then shown slides of potential locations around Somerset and
asked whether they had a preference;
42. Mr. Williams suggested a location that was not included in the presentation;
St. James‟ Church parking lot. Mr. Lambert stated that he had two choices:
either Manchester Street or the Bus Terminal. Mr. Williams final choice was
either the Manchester Street Market or the grassy area on Somerset Road
opposite Hook „n Ladder Lane;
43. The Group was then advised that the main issues emanating from the SEEZ data
collection are: Tourism; Dockyard; Evening Activities; Vendor Market; and
browsing/pedestrian traffic. The Group was advised that these are some of the
main areas that the EEZA hopes their skills will be able to address;
44. Mrs. Smith then asked the participants whether they wanted to serve on the
Group and also explained how it would work logistically; all of the members
indicated they would like to join. Mrs. Smith then asked whether they knew of
other professionals who have a strong tie to Somerset that ought to be on
board. Several names were raised and noted;
45. Mrs. Smith then thanked the attendees for their participation and adjourned
the meeting.

Submitted by,

Corey Butterfield
BSBDC Consultant
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